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TO OUR HEROES, WORLD WAR II
The Students of Kennedy Collegiate Institute Reverently
Dedicate This - the 1945 - Edition of
the Kencoll

'Twas yesterday you passed into these halls,
Just boys and girls alert with verve and glow.
Years passed, with speed and toils traditional,
Till Canada called with voice imperative.
For Her you cast aside your work and play
To give yourselves for Freedom, Peace, and HomeTo take your place among the ranks of heroes:
For this your school salutes you all!
T.D.W.

"They loved their country, honoured their
school, and put their trust in God"

For almost six years, boys from our school have gone
forth to battle against a ruthless foe. Their deeds of valour
shine like beacon lights against a stormy sky, and have made _
us proud that they had once been here. They are typical of
Canadian youth who have given all so we at home might live
in freedom.
The war in Europe has ended. May God grant that
these fine lads will soon return, to become leaders in a world
at peace.
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l(ILLED OR PRESUMED DEAD
COULSON ADAMS
DONALD CARSON
JOSEPH CHERKINSKY
NORMAN COOK
CHARLES EDWARDS
MAURICE GALLAGHER
ROBERT M. GIBBS
KENCIL HEATON
WILLIAM KARSTENS
ROLPH KING
WILLIAM MacMILLAN
JAMES F. McPHERSON
HARRY W. MITCHELL
BLAKE NORBURY
FRANK PIKULA
ORVILLE J. PELTIER
DUDLEY ST. AUBIN
ROBERT WADDINGTON
TED WEEKS
WILLIAM T. BALL
BRIAN CASEY

JAMES CLANCY
WILLIAM DARLING
HECTOR FALSETTO
EL>W ARD FURNANDEZ
RENATO GRANZIOL
GEORGE JACKSON
DONALD KEARNS
WILFRED LA VERS
DAVID McNAB
JOHN McNARY
ZOLTAN MOLNAR
ERSKINE- O'NEILL
ROBERT POOLE
JACK SILVERSTEIN
WILLIS THOMPSON
FRANK W ALKERDENE
GEORGE WILEY
DOUGLAS WEBB
HUGH BARTON
ARTHUR CHERKINSKY
KENNETH G. CLARK

JAMES DREW
BRUCE FRANCIS
RONALD GASKIN
HAROLD HEATON
LEONARD JACKSON
HERBERT KINGHORN
ALLAN LEWIS
DONALD McPHAIL
DELBERT MIDDLETON
HERBERT MORRIS
JACK ORMEROD
WILLIAM POSTELNIC
RAYMOND GEO. SMITH
JOHN TRACEY
HOW ARD WEBSTER
FRANK WINEGARDEN
THOMAS CORMIE
JOSEPH MIRO
CIRO B.ERTOIA
WILLIAM V ANDERDASSON
THOMAS BARTON

The sketch above the "Honour Roll shows a cemetery in a German prison camp
where one of our boys rests.
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EDITORIAL
VOL. VI.

-KENCOLL-

1945

Publishe.d by the Students of the
Kennedy Collegiate Institute
Windsor, Ontario
Price 35c per Copy

POST-WAR OPPORTUNITIES
W. R. Campbell, President,
The Ford Motor Company of Canada, Limited

The world, Shakespeare said, is "A stage
where every man must play a part." Many young
people, graduating from high
school in this sixth year of world
conflict, must be wondering what
roles they will be offered on
the stage of Canada's post-war
future.
One thing is certain, the stage
will be much larger and wider
than ever before. In the wartime
span of less than six years, Canada has achieved the peacetime
equivalent of a whole generation
of industrial progress. There has
been an amazing expansion of
the plant and production resources which, e:7'en
before the war began, marked Canada as a leading
industrial nation. On top of that, entirely new
industries have been born in the fields of synthetic
rubber, aluminum, plastics, 012tical glass and precision intruments - to ment10n only a few that
come immediately to mind.
Under war's stimulus, too, great strides have
been made in the development of Canada's ri~h
natural resources. Few nations are so lavishly
endowed as ours with electric power resources,
minerals and metals, forest and land and waterways. When we look at these great natural reserves of raw materiais and the industries we have
created to turn them into products for the markets
of the world, we can be sure tha.t opportunities
such as no previous generation knew beckon to
the young men and young women of today.
It is said that opportunity seeks out the individual. What that means, of course, is that he
who would make the most of opportunity must
fit himself for the new responsibilities and tasks
that each forward step through life imposes. The
young people who will go farthest in the busines_s
world of tomorrow are those who, today, avail
themselves of every opportunity for education.
Moreover as has been well said, "Every man whc.
rises abo~e the common level has received two
educations - the first from his teachers, the
second, more personal and important, from himself."
Real and satisfying progress in life, as in
school, demands intelligent effort and hard work.
This is a truth we must all teach ourselves con-

stantly to bear in mind and discipline ourselves
always to put into action.
The one thing no one can afford to lose is time.
"It is better," said Sterne, "to do the idlest thing
in the world than to sit idle for half an hour."
A great mathematician once declared, "The loss
of an hour is the loss of a part of life." The immortal poet might have said of millions of unsuccessful men and women wh2.t he said of a deposed
king of England, "One day too late . . . . has
clouded all thy happy days on earth."
You who graduate from happy and fruitful
years in school need fear no lack of opportunity
in the splendid post-war future of our country.
How far you go, how high you climb, need be
limited only by your own ability and effort. The
young man or woman who has learned in school
the value of education, who has acquired the habit
of study and diligence and is determined to lose
not a minute of precious time, has the key which
will open all doors to success in work and life.

RECREATION IN WINDSOR
Mary MacDonald, 13

There is a definite need in Windsor for a
Re ;reation Centre, not only for its youth but for
all ages, minds, health, and education. There
should be some place in a city the size of ours
where boys and girls ,vant to go, and of which
patents approve.
At present the city provides many parks, but
not an adequate number. The Playground Association supervises these parks to the utmost of
their ability, but their care is insufficient due to
the limited amou·nt of funds. The attempts of
many organizations to create interest in such a
project is evidence that Windsorites are beginning to see the need for recreational facilities.
Such centres should be situated in convenient
localities for the districts which require the most
urgent help, and they should be an incentive for
their surrounding communities.
Now, a word about leadership. There should
be a limited staff of paid experienced directors
and the remaining leaders, volunteers. Students
would be willing and capable helpers with a little
training, as would young business people who
were athletes in their school days.
The activities should be arranged to meet
varying interests.
The centre ought to be
equipped with a large gymnasium, swimming
pool and several play rooms so that a wide variety of indoor sports, such as swimming, bowling,
shuffleboard, organized games like basketball,
classes in gymnastics, table tennis, pool, and badminton, could be provided for. Competitive sports
should be emphasized to encourage a co-operative spirit and to give a valuable and healthful
training.
Although the outdoor physical training grounds
should be adjacent to the centre, perhaps the nearby parks would have to serve the purpose. Team
games, such as football, soccer and baseball,
should be stressed as well as instruction given in
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tennis, archery, track, and shooting. Provision
could be made for a putting green and the renting
of bicycles. However, Windsor needs an outdoor
swimming pool most of all. An efficient system
would be to let the children swim in the morning
without charge and pay ten cents for an afternoon. The bathhouse should be built to necessi-.
tate the bathers going through the showers before
entering the water. A prominent New York tank
is effectively separated into three permanent divisions to simplify the supervision - a bay for the
non-swimmers at one end, and a section for the
divers at the opposite end, with the main swimming pool in the middle.
•
Thi: type of centre vv·ould not appeal to everyone if it just featured athletic activities. Loung-·
ing rooms should be provided for quiet reading,
with ample space and material at the reader's
disposal. Several small rooms should be separated for the use of handicraft, where young and
old may learn to work with wood, leather, metal,
felt, and other materials. Classes should be organized for appreciation and education in art.
Perhaps a separate building containing an auditorium. a library, art gallery, and a museum could
be realized some day.
o centre could be complete without music.
Community singing should play an important
part for the family group. In the centre, orchestras and · choirs should be formed, several pianos
and record players prO\ ided for people to entertain themselves. and concerts given on Sunday
nights to exhibit the city's talent, as well as that
of outside perfqrmers. Poc.sibly an annual musical
festival with competitors from everywhere in
western Ontario could be held, with a c:cholar hip
a warded to afford someone the opportun_ity for
further study.
The programme of the centre should be arranged to provide entertainment for all age
groups. For example, from four until five-thirty,
several days a week, the program would concentrate on the public school-agers, and similarly,
several nights a week on the young business
people. Friday and Saturday nights, however,
sho uld be reserved for teen-agers, with parties,
movies, dancing. and refreshments.
These are a few ideas on "Recreation for
Windsor." Of course, to have everything would
be impossible, but the more ideas that one pre::;ents. the more the necessity for such an enterprise will be realized. 1 can think of no better
war memorial for Windsorites to erect in memory
of their heroic sons than a Recreational Centre.

THINGS I LIKE TO REMEMBER
ABOUT KENNEDY
The boy ,l\,ho have carried Kenned) 's colours
·'oyer there.," and the records they have made to
the eternal honour of the school.
The cheers ringing through the gym. or
around the stadium "hen the team needed that
extra basket or touchdown .
Those many students such a Gabby Granziol
to whom Kennedy was the best schpol anywhere

and worth fighting for, cleanly, fairly and with
the whole heart. Kennedy is proud of them because, first of all, they were proud of Kennedy.
The times I have seen the members of a defeated team sincerely congratulate the winners.
That is one of the stiffest tests of sportsmanship.
The graduates who have brought honours to
Kennedy through their c:cholarship and good citizenship. I like to think of them a wearing an
identification saying "A Sample of Kennedy."
The good friends among the staff and students
who have given me so many of these pleasant
things to remember.
The rifle teams who taught me a little about
shooting and al o placed the name "Kennedy"
up with the top six in the whole Dominion.
And~ of course, I like to remember - Tommy
Gordon.
ow - will you remember one of these things
about Kennedy?
Kennedy is proud of them because, first of all,
they were proud of Kennedy.
JEROME LOWDEN.

SCHOOL SPIRIT AMONG OUR
ATHLETES .
Jack Cates, 13

School sp1nt may not be very outstanding
among most of the Kennedy students and probably the younger people in the school don't even
know what it is; but it is down deep in the heart
of any boy who plays on a Kennedy team, even
though it isn't conspicuous. Most of the lower
school students probably say, "All those 'deadheads' in the upper school don't have any love for
their school, so why should we?" Well, maybe
they don't go around bragging about their school
but they do show their spirit in the manner in
which they play.
Kennedy has been noted as a great athletic
school and these athletes play their very heart out
to keep that great athletic tradition in the school.
Anyone who still doe n't believe that some of
these "hard-boiled guys" don't have any love for
their school should see them in the dressing-room
after a game - not a game that they have won,
because then everyone is happy and there is much ·
confusion, but a game that they have lost, for
then everyone is lying exhausted, stretched out
like corpses. There are no smiles and all the
faces are drawn from fatigue and disappointment.
Every man feels his heart away down in his
stomach and even a .few tears in his eyes. The
twn best examples of such scenes were in 1944
when Kennedy football team lost to Vocational
by the score of 3 to 2 and this year when they lost
the championship to this same team. Both these
time , not only a few but almost everyone sat
grimly trying to hold back tears and so tired that
the v couldn't move. That's, what I call real
ho1lest-to-goodne3s school spirit.
o, all of us might not show our love for the
sdnol, but it is there - way down deep. Maybe
we shouldn't hide it!
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THE STAFF
Front Row, left to right: Miss Hope, Miss McNeil!, Miss Stewart, Mrs. Sills, Miss Bondy, Mrs. Hagarty, Miss Friesen.
Second Row: Mr. Mahon, Miss Vrooman, Miss Cuddy, Miss Reeves, Miss Dougherty, Mr. Downey.
Third Row: Mr. Gilbert (Principal), Mr. Riggs, Mr. Brown, Mr. Deagle, Mr. Letourneau, Mr. Liddell, Mr. Knapp,
Mr. Walters, Mr. Bishop.
Fourth Row: Mr. Beckett, Mr. Fox, Mr. Laframboise, Mr. Unger, Mr. Ryan, Mr. Thomson.
Absent are: Miss Noonan, Miss McEwen, Miss Davi~, Mr. Day.

FORTY YEARS IN WINDSOR
W. H. Downey
\t\Then I came to Windsor, forty years ago, the city
had a population of 14,000. The chief business centre
was Sandwic;h Street, from Bruce Avenue to Glengarry
A venue, with a few stores on Ouellette A venue north of
the post office.
The best residential section of the city was Crawford
avenue. The Ellis home, on the corner of London and
Crawford, now occupied by Grace Hospital, was one of
the best in the city, ,with spacious grounds and well-kept
lawns.
St. Mary's Academy occupied all of the east side of
Ouellette between Park Street and Maiden Lane. There
were no theatres and Windsor's citizens patronized the
shows in Detroit in large numbers. Th.e_only accommodation was by ferry-boat, the last boat leaving Detroit
at 12.30 a.m. ·
There were three race-tracks in the vicinity of Windsor which attracted enormous crowds from Detroit during' the summer months. The Windsor Jockey Club
occupied what is now Jackson Park and Kennedy Collegiate grounds. This property was purchased by the City
of Windsor about 1927 and the park was named after
Mr. Cecil Jackson, who was mayor at that time.
All the district south of Erie Street was farm land.
A creek ran where Giles Boulevard now is and the
Davis farm extended from Tecumseh Road to the river
separating Windsor from Walkerville.
There were very few automobiles in 1906, and no gas
stations. One of the first of these was built about 1907
at the corner of Park and Ouellette, where the Prince
Edward Hotel now stands.
I arrived in Windsor January 1, 1906. It was election
day and great interest was evidently taken in the contests
for civic offices. The successful candidate for Mayor was
Colonel Wigle.
At that time there was but one Collegiate for the
whole border area, the Windsor Collegiate, now Patter-

son C. I. There were five public schools in Vv indsor with
one each in \Valkcrville and Sandwich. Mr. Robert
Meade was Public School Inspector. The Chairman of
the School Board was Dr. J. S. Labelle, whose residence
and offi"ce was on the corner of London and Ouellette.
The Secretary of the School Board was Alex Black, who
combined the duties of Secretary with those of City clerk.
The Windsor Collegiate had staff of eight teachers
with Mr. Gavin as Principal. He has been followed in
turn by Mr. Lowe, Mr. Hooper, Mr. Wheelton and Mr.
Marshall, the present Principal.
The Public School staff consisted of 39 teachers. The
Principals were Mrs. Mason, Cameron Avenue; Miss H.
Bethune, Mercer Street; M. P. McMaster, Tuscarora
Street; D. M. Eagle, Dougall Avenue; W. H. Downey,
Park Street.
I began my teaching career in Windsor as Principal
of Mercer Street School at a salary of $800 per year.
After six weeks I was transferred to Park Street School
- the present Board of Education Building - as the
former Principal had resigned owing to difficulties in
discipline. However, with the assistance of Mr. Meade
and an excellent staff of experienced teachers, conditions
were soon normal.
I remained at Park Street until June, 1916, during
which time I taught the Entrance Class as well as performing the numerous other duties of a Principal. In
this time a total of 345 pupils passed through the Senior
Fourth or Grade VIII, all of whom passed the Entrance
examination, with the exception of eight.
Many well-known citizens of today were among this
number-Alfred Lawson, James C. Reid, Dr. George
Lewis, Col. James Gow, Col. George Masson, Dr. M.
Masters, Gordon Douglas, Don Douglas, Oscar Fleming,
Kenneth Fleming, Allan Lewis, Gordon Fuller, Alderman Herman Bradley and many others. In Detroit, Drs.
Charles and Terrill Lewis, Dr. Leo Croll and Dr. David
W eingarden are practising their professions.
In September, 1916, I began teaching in Windsor Col-
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KENCOLL STAFF
Row, left to right: Iris Burnham, Frances Little, Muriel Tough, Winnifre,d Newmon (Editor-in-Chief),
Charlene Gustin, Mary MacDonald, Gloria Blain, Sylvia Potter, Betty Peterson.
3econd Row: Jim Graves, Bob Kovinsky, Dorothy Vallance, Joyce Stone, Peggy Turton, Lenore Moodrey, Sydney
Eisen, John Lusk.
Third Row: Freid Hucaluk, Jim Spurgeon, Lyle Warwick, Bob Hladki, Ken Fathers, Charlie Kouvelas :

Fit 5't

legiate. The late Mr. George Campbell, former Principal
of Kennedy, began his teaching in Windsor on the same
day.
At Windsor Collegiate I served as athletic director
for ten years, having charge of the cadet corps (which stood
first in this district three times), football (American
rugby), soccer, basketball, baseball, and track. As for
some years the Windsor Collegiate Institute was the only
collegiate on this side of the river, we joined the Southeastern Michigan League, which included the high schools
of Mt. Clemens, Royal Oak, Birmingham, Wyandotte,
Ypsilanti and Monroe. The competition in this league
was very keen, and while we never succeeded in winning
a football or basketball title we were more successful in
track and baseball. Some noted athletes of those days
were Pat Ouellette, Tut Mallender, Dave Croll, Cliff
Weber, Russell Small, Al Edwards, Walter Perry, Roy
Perry, Butch Meretsky, Gourley Howell, Dick McConnell, Matt, Jack and Frank Dowd and many others. A
highlight of annual competition was a soccer game with
the Teachers' College of Ypsilanti. Mr. Campbell, Mr.
v\Theelton and myself were members of the Windsor C. I.
team.
When Walkerville Collegiate and the Vocational
School opened, competitions with Michigan teams were
discontinued and the W.O.S.S.A. was organized in 1922.
Mr. Campbell was a member of the committee responsible
for its inception. I have had the honour of serving on
the W.O.S.S.A. Executive for twelve years and as President for two years. The first track m~et was held in

London in 1922. I have not missed one of these meets
since that date.
In 1929 when Kennedy was opened, I was one of those
chosen on the staff of the new school. Here my activities
have been largely devoted to teaching of writing and
mathematics. · Since 1929 the pupils of Kennedy C. I.
have made a splendid record in scholarship, in sport, and
in the last five years in the great struggle still going on ..
During my years of teaching in Windsor there have
been two world wars, a boom period and a severe depression. These abnormal conditions have been reflected in
our schools but in spite of these somewhat difficult timesI have greatly enjoyed my association with the thousands
of pupils who have passed through my classes. I have
often been tired at teaching but never of it.
I have also appreciated very much the good fellowship
of my colleagues, both of present and former staffs. I
have also been interested in the Teachers' Federation and
in various other activities of our city and these have added
to my enjoyment of life in the last four decades.

(Editor's Iote . Mr. Downey and Mrs. Downey are
leaving, the end of June, to live bes.ide a lake, golf course
and bowling green near Mt. Forest. Vv e know they'll be
pleased to have Kennedy callers. "\Vhen you are going
through I-farri ton or Mt. Forest, look them up.)
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FORUM EXECUTIVE
Front Row, left to right: Frances Johnston, Marie Cassady, Sylvia Potte,r, Mr. Knapp, Jo-Anne Beger, Mary
Ma,cDonald, Donna Paisley.
Centre Row: ~ike1 Yuhasz, Bill Wilson, Betty Peterson, Claire Back, Nancy Wilson, Frances Little Joan Warwick
Bob Kovinsky.
•
'
'
Back Row: Bill Saville, Fred Hucaluk, Ian Howie, Bob Hladki, Bill Lewis, Ken Young, John Szasz, Jim Chick.
Absent are: Betty Tisdale, Sherwood McKay, Lyle Warwick.

SOCIAL
Mary MacDonald
Kennedy began its social activities this year with a
Freshette party given by the Grade 13 girls. With Miss
Large's assistance, an enjoyable programme of games
and music was planned for one September evening, so
that both old and new girls could have fun and get
acquainted. The evening was climaxed by ice cream and
cake and closed with the school songs. We hope that
next year the new Fifth Form will be able to do something similar so that Kennedy ·will pro-ve to be a truly
united student body.
The Social Committee Itself has staged two big dances
and four Tea Dances so far, but let us glance back at bit.
vVe began with the Second Annual "Cider Swing" on
W eqnesday, November 15th. Cornstalks were piled in
the corners and posters littered the walls of the boys'
half of the gym. The victrola was guarded in a little
enclosure decorated with blue and yellow crepe paper,
from which the strains of Tommy Dorsey and Glenn
Miller poured forth to the delight of some 300 students.
Just outside the door, dancers refreshed themselves with
a total of eighteen gallons of apple cider. The serving
table was decorated similarly to the record corner, in
blue and yellow paper.
The Commencement Dance, on Friday, December
15th, left everyone with the Christmas spirit. Over the
dance floor red, green and white streamers converged to
the silver ball in the centre while directly below couples
glided about the gaily lighted Christmas tree. From each
basketball backboard beamed down Santa Claus himself, while sprigs of evergreen hung from the baskets.
The bandstand was done in the season's colours, with a
lighted evergreen on either side, as was the coke stand

with paper cut to resemble icicles, reminding one of the
frosty outdoors. The patrons and patronesses included
Dr. and Mrs. W. M. Wilson, Mrs. Philip Holton (Mary
MacLennan, the 1935-36 Forum President), Mr. and Mrs.
J e:ome Lowden (now Vice-Principal of Walkerville),
Miss Margaret Large (now with the "Y" War Services
in Prince Rupert, B.C.), Mr. and Mrs. Howard Riggs,
Mr. and Mrs. E. W. Fox, and Mr. and Mrs. Keith
Beckett. Noted among dancers were last year's students,
Fabien Curry and Bob Krol, both down from Western,
and Gladys Sutton, in the coke stand, who had the night
off from Grace Hospital.
On Tuesday, January 30th, the Rummage Rumble
was held with the duo-purpose in mind of starting the
Salvage Campaigns and aiding the Smokes Fund for
K. C. I. boys overseas. The admission for each student
was 10 lbs. of paper to be accounted for in the individual
classes, or 25c. Appropriately enough the baskets were
heaped with stacks of paper and effectively draped with
tattered rags. This time we had the · victrola in the
balcony to avoid the confusion and allow more room for
dancers. Mixed soft drinks again proved to be quite
popular.
Thursday, March 1st, was the date of the Juke Jive,
for the benefit of the Red Cross. Three large red crosses
were the only decorations. The victrola was upstairs
almost out of sight, but the "pop" counter was again in
full view.
As a reward for the four classes which headed their .,
forms in the Salvage Drive, 9E, lOE, llB and 13 were
admitted to the Bunny Bounce, on Thursday, March
22nd, free of charge, while the rest of the school paid the
usual 15c. Fittingly enough, coloured EaMer Bunnies
appeared at intervals, but as we were unable to get
Vernor's, the pop was lacking this time.
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The K-Hop, our annual Roundabout Dance, was held
on Friday, April 13th. But the tables were turned from
a usually unlucky Friday, 13th, to see students en masse
arriving at Kennedy. At the gate each girl re~eived a
favour in the form of a blue K, and inside every dance
was named, keeping in mind that it was a Roundabout on
Friday, 13th. Entering the gym., they beheld. an overhead of blue and gold streamers, but the main attraction
was the cleverly decorated band stand which formed a
. fan behind the orchestra. In the centre of the blue
panel was a large sparkly K, flanked on each side by
yellow panels. The lower front part of the stand was
<lone in blue with .i gold K. in the middle and the lines
leading to 'the centre gave a modernistic effect. All in
all, it was a most successful dance.
All the credit goes to our friend Tommy Gordon,. who
gave much of his spare time, and to a-· committee of
willing workers: Nancy \.Vil son, Jim Spurgeon, Claire
Back, Barry Stri~klan<l, Sylvia Potter, Shenvood McKay,
Frances Johnston, Jack Ryan, Jo-Anne Beger, Donna
Paisley, Lyle Warwick, Ken Young · and Mary MacDonald.

THE KENNEDY COLLEGIATE FORUM
Elizabeth Peterson
In a school as large as ours it would be impo;sible
for every pupil to have an equal share in "running" it
directly. Therefore the most logical thing to do is to
reduce the size of the governing body in order to permit
it to function properly and efficiently. In det~rmining
the members who will compose this smaller body, however, the students are directly responsible. If a pupil
is in this body, it is a result of his election to it by his
fellow students. The body to which I am referring, of
course, is our own Kennedy Collegiate Forum.
Besides being elected to be a member of the Forum,
there is one exception and that is when a club of any type
is formed by the students in the school, and authorized
by the Forum, its president becomes a member of it.
By the methods thus described, the interests of every
student are looked after by the representatives which he
himself has elected.
The Forum, just as any other body of democratic
people, is responsible to the group who elected it to the
position which it holds. The Kennedy Collegiate Forum
then is responsible to the student body and is in direct
co-operation with the Principal and the staff of the
collegiate.
It is an honour to be elected to the Forum and each
member regards his position as such and acts accordingly.
Although many responsibilities are placed on Forum
members, they perform these extra duties to the best of
their ability with the intention of supplying the necessities and pleasures which arise throughout the school year.
The group consists of twenty-four members and is
divided into committees such as Girls' Athletics, Boys'
Athletics, Social, Literary and Altiora Peto. The presidents of the Camera Club and the Prefect Club are
Forum members also. It has control over any activities
which may be assigned to it by the Principal from time
to time. In this way it may accept or reject any motion
according to whether it is beneficial to the students or
not.
I personally think that there is room for improvement
in the present- state of the Forum. Jn any government,
usually, although ours is a miniature, there are always
some changes. The very fact that it is subject to change,
however, makes it all the more perfect.
SCHOLARSHIPS
Every year there are students who win scholarships
bringi1ig honour to Kennedy and to themselves. Our
school has reason for pride in the achievements of these
students.- Three of the boys won scholarships at the
University of West_trn Ontario. Never before have so
many of these awards come to the school in one year.
Congratulations are due Bob Krol and Fabien Curry,
who won two Sir Arthur Currie Memorial Scholarships
valued at $900 each, and to Joe Koskie, winner of the
Ontario Hockey Association Scholarship., valued at $600.

These three students excelled in scholastic work and
were outstanding athletes. Joe Koskie played hockey
and football; Fabien Curry and Bok Krol played football
and basketball. Bob Kroll also won the Lillie Lloyd
Scholarship in Classics, valued at $50, and a General Proficiency Medal, donated by Sansburn-Pashley. Kennedy
i's proud of these all-round students.
Iris Burnham, who is back at school again this year,
trying for another scholarship, won the Third Carter
Scholarship, valued at $40.
Nancy Paroin was another outstanding student. She
won several scholarships. The most valuable was the
Dominion-Provincial Aid Scholarship, vaJued at $400. She
also won .the Mowat Scholarship in Mathematics, valued
at $32, the forum prize valued at $21, and the General
Proficiency Medal, donated by Sansburn-Pashley. Congratulations, Nancy!
\.Ve will be looking to the students of Grade 13 to
follow the example of previous students and keep up our
high standards.

THE KENNEDY GIRLS' RIFLE CLUB
· "Lay that pistol down, babe, lay that pistol down!"
This is the cry of all the boys in the lower, main hall
every Wednesday afternoon at four o'clock when the girls
shoulder their rifles and head for the rifle range. Don't
worry, boys! The girls have proved themselves to be
pretty good shots.
When the boys started Cadets several years ago, the
girls wanted to do something, too, but everything was
against them. Finally, shortly before Christmas this year,
.Mr. Laframboise organized a girls' rifle club here at
Kennedy. Every Tuesday at noon they met in his room
while he patiently went over the rules of good marksmanship. When the ground work was laid, Mr. Thompson took charge and the girls graduated to the short range
in the bicycle room. The next step was the long range.
The Kennedy Sharpshooters then became neglected and
classes were few and far between.
Next year, if the boys· continue with Cadets, the girls
hope . to have shooting as a regular part of the course.
Let's wish them luck in their new endeavour and hope
that they succeed in winning glory for themselves.
TEACHERS' FAVOURITE SAYINGS
Mr. Fox (bell rings): ·'Well, I guess this is a good
place to stop."
Mr. Deagle (joke): "Um-111-m-."
Mr. Knapp: "If you don't stop talking, we'll never
finish the course."
Mr. Riggs; ''Now the majority of the failures are in
13B" or ''This is intensive and that is extensive" or "My
wife doesn't agree that-"
.
Mr. Ryan: "And where were you yesterday?"
Miss Mc eil: "Let the boys sing one verse, the girls
the next, and all join in for the last verse" or "Let's sing
'Old Zip Coon'."
IDEAL KENNEDY GIRL Figure: Betty Peterson
Hair: Joyce Fenn
Complexion: Elizabeth (Fiz) Foster
Eyes: Mary Mailloux
Humot r: Joyce Stone
Clothes: Bev. Smith
Smi1e: • Rosemary Heathe
Personai.ity: Claire Back
Vitality: Frances Little
Dancing: Catherine Howard
IDEAL KENNEDY BOY Smile: Gordon Plenderlieth
Eyes: Charlie Kouvelas
Physique: Bob Hladki
Hair: Jack Cates
Humour: Ian Howie
Dancing: Bryson Farrill
Personality: Lyle Warwick
Vitality; Still looking
Best Lines: Jack Ryan
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1945 GRADUATING CLASS
First Row, left to right: Lenore Moodrey, Mary MacDonald, Mary Ellen Handysides, Joanne Ruttle, Anne Shulde,
Joyce Stone, Nancy Wilson, May Price, Marjorie Newton, Nina Mellow, Virginia Holden, Jean McL(!nnan.
Second Row: Doris Newell, Winnifred Newman, Madeleine Bear, OIiy Prymak, Iris Burnham, Shirley Purdon,
Margaret Liscombe·, Olga Parker, Charlene Gustin, Frances Little, Joyce Maynard, Betty Nicol, Josephine
La Rosa.
Thi.rd Row: Lyle Warwick, Bill Vallance, Dick Neal, Jerry Taylor, Ken Fathers, Jack Cates, Bob Phibbs, Grant
Farril, Jack Edwards, Bill Saville, Murray O'Neil, Bob Hladki.
Fourth Row: Fred Barne::s,' George, Savatsky, Bob Forrest, Mike Gallagher, John Torok, Paul Polsky, Jim Burt,
Don Graham, Bob Riggs, Fred Hucaluk, Bill Hunter, Norm Cazzola, Jim Soteros, Charlie Kouvelas, Mike
Yuhasz.
·
Absent are: Lily Taub, Peggy Turton, Shirley Anderson, Muriel Tough.

WAR SERVICES
Lenore Moodrey
Orchids to Miss Vrooman and Miss Bondy for their
able supervision of. the tagging done this year. In October, one hundred and seventeen Kennedy girls volunteered their services to the Optimists, the proceeds of
which brought cheer and nourishment for the British
children in the form of chocolate bars. The girls responded equally well to the tag days for the Navy
League and War Veterans. In May, the Blind Association will call upon us girls, endowed with priceless sight,
to aid them, the sightless. Let us give them our wholehearted support.
Miss Stewart reports that during the school year 19441945 Kennedy knitters have donated eleven children's
sweaters, two afghans, seven pairs of socks and one pair
of mitts to the Red Cross. Besides this, a knitted article
was placed in each of the forty-four ditty bags we packed
for the Navy League last November. The purchase of
materials for these articles was made possible through
the generous contributions of several organizations, to
the wool fund. In addition, sixty-eight pairs of children's
socks were knitted from wool- furnished by the local
Red Cross Society.
In February, the Forum launched a paper salvage
campaign which proved to be very successful indeed.
The quota was set at one hundred po·unds per person.
Here are the results of that drive. 13A won the grand
prize with 22,754 pounds, which was 482% of their
quota, gathered by 77 students. The 9th, 10th and 11 th
Grade results were:

Form
9E
l0E
llB

No. of Students
41
35

28

-

Pounds
8,411
10,775
4,220

% of Quota
174

· 262
128

The total amount of salvage collected was 64 tons 840
pounds.
At the end of each month, Room 209 is practically
inaccessible for, as you perhaps known, Miss Noonan's
room is a magazine depot. The latest figures show we
have shipped 16,132 magazines overseas and have about
500 magazines yet to be 11acked. In addition, 570 books
have been donated to the men of H.M.S. Hunter.
The following is a list of donations made by Kennedy
Collegiate this year to:

The Junior Red Cross .
I.O.D.E. Library Fund
Navy League ....
Cigarettes to Prisoners

.... $

85.00
25.00
15.00
18.18

Total War Saving Stamp Sales ....... .. . ..... 1680.50

(Edit0r's Note: Miss Large and Mr. Wills left Kennedy after the Christmas holidays. On page 24 you'll
read about Miss Large. Mr. \Vills' article and picture
had not arrived by press time. He is now minister of
Central Christia1-i Church in Vancouver, B.C.)
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Thumbnail Sketches
NAME

...

APPEARANCE

FAVOURITE SAYING

Jo~~n Ainslie
Shirley Anderson
Fred Barnes
Madeline Bea'!.·
Jris Burnhan;i
Jim Burt
Neil Campbell
Jack Cates
Norman Cazzola
Jack Edwards
Grant Farrill
Ken Fathers
Bob Forrest
l\Iike Gallagher
Don Graham
C:harlene Gustin
Mary rnllen Handysides
Lawrence Hicks
Bob Hladki
Virginia Holden
Freel Huckaluk
Bill Hunte'!.·
Charlie Kouvelas
.Josie LaRose
Margaret Liscombe
Frances Little
Mary MacDonald

Rosy
Immaculate
Virolfish
Happy go lucky
Bright Eyes
Melting
Carrot Top
Beaky
Humphrey Bogartish
Relaxed
Dripping
The Thin Man
Squirrelish
Pretty boy
Casanova
Brown peepers
Slim
Lon l\IcAllistc1·ish
Puzzled
Round mouth
Curly
The Grik
Pixilated
Smiles 'N Chuckles
Impish
Efficient

Lovely
Bro-ther
B-W-A-N-G
I got the highest failure in typing
No g·uff
You're a delinquent
Sugah !
Gotta get more sleep,
On co Memorial Park
Listen, you!
Huba ·Hube
Hi, Jackson
How dare you?
Oh, :-;hut up
I haven't got it yet
Oh, I don't know
Oh, nertz!
'\Vell, all reet
Jeepers
Don't hurry me
For the benefit of the 9th Grade
Hey, Grik
Boogie
Oh, land, yes!
Sh ! Beethoven
Why'!
That's tough

Joyce Maynard
Nina Mellow
Jean McLennan
Lenore Moodrey
Dick Neal
Doris Newell
Vi'innifred Newman
Betty Nicol
Murray O'Neill
Olga Parker
Bob Phibbs
Paul Polsky
May Price
1\Iarjorie Newton
Olly P>:rymak
Shirley Purdon
Bob Riggs
Rae Robertson
Joanne Ruttle
George Savatsky
Bill Saville
Anne Schulde
Jim Soteros
Joyce Stone
Lily Taub
Jerry Taylor
.John Torok

Petite
Fragile
Sweet
Pensive
Professor
Short
Goldielocks
Cute
County sharpie
Trim
Aloof
Lugubrious
Sunny
Posed
Demure
Chic
A long hair
Slender
Dimples
Pugnacious
'.rhe Major
Unruffled
Sober
Freckles
Sophistocated
Innocent
Ape-shape

I'm a rainbow girl
I've got a date
Aren't you glad?
Do you know what?
Froghead
Censored
-n·ell, I guess!
Hey, Muggs!
Me'n Charlie
·He's just my Bill
Buzz off
"Aw, nuts!"
Oh, cleaor!
Going to Masonic?
That's crude
Hey!
Oh, you stinker
Su-u-re
I'm too tall
None of this chit chat
On // / / / Parade
Cheese and crusts
Holy bald eye
Don't call me Joyce
Isn't that adorable?
Later, hag
Bra-a-a-ck

Muriel Tough
Doug. Turner
Peggy Turton

Effervescent
Blushing beauty
Vivacious

Holy Dinah
Sorry, girls
To tell you the truth

Bill Vallance
Lyle ,Yarwick
Nancy ·wnson
~like Yuhasz
John "\Viddifield
Harold :M:eneghini

Somnambulistic
Domesticated
Glamazon
Stub
Rugged
Wild

Do you blame me?
Hey, Bess!
I'm going to "\Vestern
Tea back
Down in Kitchener
Hi, ya!

1-A

WEAKNESS OR
DESIRE

OCCUPATION
1955

Mammy Yokum
Sellin~ cigars
Variety
Housekeeping in Reno
Eleanor
Mountains of success
Negro spirituals
Aunt Jemima
Be a blood donor
Vampire
Shooting
All shot
F. Knapp
French tooteT
Chatham
W.P.A. of Chatham
Pretty maids
Butler
The office
Office boy of K.C.I.
Alma
Dean of Alma College
Pancake make-up
4th French
Stock market
Hobo
Dentistry
Down in the mouth
Back in the R.C.A.F. In the Army
Pancakes
Flapjack queen
To be fat
Reducing
Golf
Caddy
Suzie
On to Reno
.:\Ir. Fox's jokes
Lab. assistant
The Indian
Glass blower
Gi;:osse Point
Gross enfants
[{ouvelas' haberdashery
Zooty clothes
Asking questions
Information, please
Boogie queen
Music
Anything nautical
Tugboat Annie
Swimming
Demonstrating water
wings
Bowling
Pin girl
Leamington
Stall at Leamington fair
Being teased
Teacher
Bows and beaus
Coal miner
To be rid of-?
Mrurried to Jeannie
Mrs. Flood
Joe
Her Bill
Plumbing Eng'rs wife
Air Force Blue
Knitting pink
Eammajane
Big-time operator
Tall men
5' 2½" of sunshine
Pussy Potter
Little kittens
Reading "Glamour"
Still reading
Uniforms
Girl scout
Big combs
'\Vearing a wig
De_b utante
Powers' model
Playing Tecords
Bookkeeper
The C.C.F.
Liberal leader
Our Foursome
Our twosome
Concert pianist
Pianist at Jake'sLunch
Free-for-aJls
Bouncer
C.W.A.C.
Batman
Short men
Nick
A waiter
Busboy
Big words
So you're wondering too
Journalism
J~ditor of Obit. column
Lily Whiters
Polygamist
Music
GTunsky's Lullaby by
Torok
Tommy!
The Bronx, New York
,Vomen!!!
Peroxide Bootlegger
Cooking strange
Boom!
concoctions
Mistletoe
Mortician
Dr.Warwick, veterinary
Scotch lass
That Greek god
Mrs. Doctor
Football
Ballet dancer
Brush cuts
Widdifield's hair oil
Hockey
Goal judge
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THE GLEE CLUB

REPORT OF LITERARY SOCIETY, 1944-45

This year the Glee Club was conducted _by Miss
McNeill, Winnifred Newman was ele~ted ·President.
The choir sang at both the Christmas and Easter
concerts. Some of the pieces the girls pr?-ctise1 w_er~
"Dark Valley," a spiritual with a modern. settmg; ~ibeh~s
"Dear Land of Home"; some Gershwm favourites, including "Summertime," "It Ain't Necessarily ~o" and
"I Got Plenty of Nuttin' "; the lovely Tschaikowsky ,
"Legend," and others.
.
. .
The Glee Club hopes to round off their choral activities this year with a party. ~ ext year. they expect to
attack-with their customary vim and vigour-an operetta, to be presented with. colourful costume~ and scenery,
and attractively gay music.

The Literary Society elected Jack Ryan, President,
and Marion Grant, Secretary, of the 1944-45 term. Two
· open meetings were held during the year - the annual
Christmas party, and at Easter a Major Bowes program.
Both were attended by the teachmg staff and the students
of the school. Miss Stewart was the society's staff
advisor for the year: ·
·· ·
Zelma Vandellinder, Jo-Ann Beger, Carl Zalev, Floyd
Zalev, Jim Chick, Betty Peterson, Sherwood McK:3-y,
John Sazz, Eileen Burns, Paul, Deneau and Catherine
Howard were among the regular members.

THE ORATORICALS
We, here at Kennedy, can look back through the·
previous years and proudly acknowledge the fact that
Kennedy has . produced some fine speakers. It seems as
though Kennedy students are exception?-! in th~ field
of oratory and this year was no except10n. It is ?ne
thing to speak, and another thing to speak and be listened to. Kennedy has proved her stud~nts can do both.
Kennedy began her preparations a little late_ for _the
city-wide contest but, 01:ce started, all p\eparahons ran
off smoothly and according to plan. Dunng the several
preliminary contests which :were stage~, al~ but ~v~
speakers of each group - J umor and Senior Girls, J u11101
and Senior Boys - were eliminated from the sc~ool finals.
In four large contests, the four school champions were
picked, these being the cream of. Kennedy'_s speakers,
and two later went on to become city champ10ns.
The Junior Girls' school championship was won by
Frances Johnston, with her speech ~n "P!astics."
The Junior Boys' school champ10nsh1p was. won by
Bob Kovinsky with his speech ~n. "An Interestmg_ Part
of the British Empire - The Spmt of Freedom, ~iber~y
and Democracy." The Senior Girls' school championship
was won by Joan O'Flanagan with her speech on
"Sabotage."
. _.
The Senior Boys' school champ1onsh1p was won by
Barry Strickland with his speech on "Submarines."
A few days after the school finals, the city-wide finals
were staged. In the hard-fought speaking contests t~at
followed, with contestants from all of the sev~n H_igh
Schools Kennedy won .two of the four championships,
Frances' Johnston winning t~1e J uni~r 9'irls' city-w~de
championship and Bob Kovmsky wmnmg the J u111or
Boys' championship.·
.
As was mentioned before, these speakers did not le_t
old K. C. I. down. Congratulations and our hats ~ff
to the champs. and may good luck and fortune go with
them at all times, and may Kennedy produce more champions in the field of Oratory.

KENNEDY COLLEGIATE CAMERA CLUB
The Camera Club has compieted another successful
with with Bob Hladki as President, Lenore Moodrey as
Trelsurer, Jim Lewis as Manag~r of the Display Board,.
and Jean McAuslan as Secretary.
The Club has held several nieetings and at each was
fortunate in haYing detailed lectures and d_emonstrations
on such topics as enlarging, printing, and toning.
During the past year the membership has increased
tremendously and the dark room has been 111 constant use.
The organization owes a great deal of its success to
Mr. Brown, who has willingly given so much of his time
and efforts in aiding the Club.
The pictures appearing in this Kencoll ·w ere taken
by Camera Club members.

AWARDS
The Kencoll staff and the judges were very pleased
by the co-operation of the students with regard to. the
"Kencoll Kontribution Kontest." . .Each article was given
equal attention and, though, the decisions _were difficult to
make, the judges finally made the following awards:
Poetry:
"The Storm," Betty Etches .
$10.00
Fiction:
"Just So Long," Mary Lou Venney
5.00
Honourable Mention:
"The Haunted House," Lenore Moodrey
"Cave of Ali Baba," Kenneth Smookler
"Meet Miss Janie," Marilyn McLerie
Music, Art and Science:
"Radar," Frances Little
3.50
"Meaning of Modern Art,"
Elizabeth Peterson .. .
.. .. ....... ... . 3.50
"The Operetta," Lillian Taub
3.50

Lessons on All Musical Instruments
Name Them and We Teach Them

LALEY'S MUSIC STORE
123 Sandwich St.

PREFECTS
This year as formerly Mr. Gilber~ chos~ a group of
Upper School students to represen~ l:un 1urmg the noon
hour. These students can be d1shngu1 heel from the
others by their IJlue and gold armbands. They are the
prefects.
Under the supervision of Mr. Fox, these prefects have
done an excellent job in maintaining law and order in the
school. They shouid be complimented on their work.
They can be seen on their "beats" in libra_ry, gyn:nasium,
cafeteria and main hall every day. As diplomatically as
· possible they control the main body of t?e students, in
spite of the opposition they encounter pen_odically. Contrary
to what many in the lower forms believe, prefects are
not a particular type of impedim_ent placed in t?e way of
their pleasure, but students with the same 1de_as and
feelings as themselves. Many of these same pupils who
wish the prefects were absent when they want to come
down from the gym. or go to their lockers will have the
same duties in a few years and will, be proud of their
responsibilities.
This school would not be the well-run institution it
is now without Mr. Fox and his corps of prefects.

Records and Sheet Music
~ - - - •
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-
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-

•

• •
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• -

•

• -
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COMPLIMENTS
of

ROSE FURNITURE CO.
20 Chatham St. E.

The Friendliest Store in Town
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PH OTOG R~L\PHS
by

Sf!chbury
Studio: 211 Guaranty Trust Bldg.
London St. at Victoria Ave. 4-7957
MARY MacDONALD: Student Vice-President
1944 - 1945

LYLE WARWICK: Student President,
1944 - 1945

I ntroducting .

.·

OUR STUDENT SPECIAL
Ten diffe.r ent proofs
Professional Make-up
1 to 2-Hour Sittings
Relax, listen to your favourite orchestra and
BE .PHOTOGENIC !

PRICES -

$10 Quarter Dozen Spec~al
$18 Half Dozen Special

including Life-Size Portrait
"JUST SO LONG"
Mary · Lou Venney, llD
It was a cold, exhilarating night iast October; I don't
remember the exact date but it seems such a long time
ago.
We were all sitting in the living-room- all of us
together, one wonderful family. My mother and father,
my two sisters and my two brothers and Peggy, · my.
eldest brother's wife. There was an air of festive gaiety
about us, but in each of our hearts there was being fought
a terrible struggle.
This was his last night here with us and then
he'd be gone to we knew not where, nor for how
long. Each of us was struggling to keep laughing and
joking, and to keep up a smattering of good-natured
quarrelling, while all the time we wanted to cry and tell
how unjust life was that he should be taken from us.
But we kriew that he had to do his part in this terrible
war and we realized that we were making it easier for
him by acting natural, as if be were not going away at all.
Yes, that was the night my brother Jack left us to
take his share in the fight for freedom.
·'Pop" sat lazily in his chair while hazy blue smoke from
his favourite pipe circled slov,rly around him; Mom was
rocking peacefully, watching Jack with a tenderly smiling
face framed in soft, white, curling hair. We three girls
sat or lay lounging on the floor, observing Jack with a
sort of "hero worship" gaze in our eyes. Bob turned a
wistful face towards Jack every now and then, while
Peggy sat beside him holding his hand vel"y tightly. We

were all together, perhaps for the last time, who knows,
but I still pray that he will come back.
Oh, but I'm wandering off my topic, so I shall continue with my story.
Minute after minute ticked away, bringing the hands
of the clock closer to that fateful hour when he must go.
But it had to come and come it did. Going up to his
room, he collected all his belongings and came downstairs. He said good-bye to us one at a time; first Nan,
the youngest, then May; they both burst out crying,
telling him how much they would miss him. Bob and
Mother and Dad were going- to the station with him, and
so I was next in line.
"Oh, God," I prayed, "please don't let me cry, and
please, dear God, bring him home again." I told myself,
''l won't cry! I won't! I won't!"
Slowly he came towards me, a light ip his eyes that
I'd never seen before.
"Good-bye, Sis," he said. "I'll be seeing you again
soon."
I threw my arms around him and tried to speak; it
was terribly hard, but I didn't want him to think I was
a "bawl-baby:"
''Let's not say 'good-bye,' Jack," I said; "not 'goodbye, just good-night and so long'."
"Okay," he answered, his eyes growing misty. "Just
so long."
Turning, he walked quickly out of the house and a
silence settled over the rooms, broken only by the sobs
of three suddenly very lonely girls!
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ALUMNI
Kennedy has long been proud of her many graduates.
Nearly all have won distinction in some phase of life.
Last year's graduates have followed in the footsteps of
their forerunners.
Some are continuing their education:W estern-Catherine Falls, Fabian Curry, Archie Galbraitl1, Joe Koskie, Bob Krol, Ruby Raikov.
Queen's-Bob Crompton, Bob Dewhirst, Bob Kne.:
vels, Nancy Paroian, Max Webb.
Toronto-Betty Macdonald, Margaret McCreery,
Marcel Picard, Ben Thibodeau, Bill West.
Holy Names-May 'Banwell, Betty McKay, June
Spence, Mary Ann Varga.
Assumption-Chuck Murphy.
Business College-Kaye Heath.
Detroit Business College-Betty McLennan.
Elaine Burke is in school at Grand Rapids, Mary
Elsey at Tech., Polly Ann Haydon at Toronto, Leonard
Mendelsohn and Marilyn Meretsky in Detroit, Barbara
Trimble and Shirley Adams at Alma College, and Ted
Budzynski at Wayne.
Others have turned to nursing-Mary Clarke, Daphne
Baker, Harriette Davidson, and Gladys Sutton are at
Grace Hospital. Dorothy McEwen is at Grace Hospital,
Detroit. Betty Deagle has received her cap at Victoria
Hospital, London.
Many of the boys are serving their country in uniform. The Air Force claims Jack Cape, who is stationed
at Aylmer. George Sc holey is with the Navy in Halifax;
Pete Wygant in Niobe, Scotland; Don Reynolds and
Gordon Bartley and Ron Johnson at St. Hyacinthe.
Bob Bear is stationed in Shoemaker, California, with the
U.S. Navy; and Ted Gorski is in Moncton, N.B., with
the Polish Air Force. The Army claims John Steer, at
Chatham. George Reid and Don Ross at Ipperwash,
Bob Goudy in London, Ted Back and Harold Grice in
England.
A few have stepped right into the business world.
Theresa McVeigh is a mail girl. Hugh Roberts is in the
lab. at Sterling Products, and Orea Selak is in Texas.
Joyce Garnier is at Smith's. Ann Macdonald is ~t
Hiram Walker's, Virginia Perry at Chrysler's, and Bill
Sands is working for the M. C. Railroad. Pat Wray is
at Woolworth's, and Earl Milligan is at Ford's. Pa\tli~e
de Laurier is at the Library, and May Lord and MarJone
Connell are teaching in Parry Sound.

NEWS OF 1944 COMMERCIAL GRADS
Lately we have met quite a few of last year's Commercial Grads. We thought you · would like to know
what has happened to the twenty-six successful young
women - along with Chester Duda, who is now in the
ice cream business at Silverwood's.
The Merchants' Paper Company (instead of the fruit
business) has claimed "little" Madeline Abrash. Peggy
Brignall is doing her part at the Tate Easton Company.
If you need a loan in a hurry call on -:Eunice Cowlan at
the Household Finance; we know she will be only too
happy to wait on you.
The class's "little angel," Marion Hahn, is now helping
both Uncle Sam and Mr. Churchill by managing affairs
at the British Embassy in Detroit. The clients at the
Blue Cross Hospital Plan, Detroit, welcome such a cheery
miss as Alda La Londe.
When you telephone "long distance," don't be surprised if Betty Louch or Barbara Jean Paddon say a
mild "hello" to you; . they certainly make "sharp" switchboard operators-. Milly Peltier, one of the most ardent
students has turned out to be a shy, blushing bride.
She is the first to get married out of the class. We call
that good luck.
Donna Jean Phillips, who is working at the Michigan
Mutual Life Insurance Company, in Detroit, would
gladly insure you against any kind of loss. Verna Purdy
is now working at Essex Wire to help that Dad of hers
who is in the Tank Regiment, Overseas. Let's hope
she will do more than her share to bring home more than
just her "Dad."
Tech. has claimed Annette Rewakoski and Dorothy

Sansted, who are taking a fourth year at Commercial
work. Hovv could they do it?
Now Dowlers' have added something new to their
stock which all the boys should appreciate. That something new is Agnes Rogers, ,,v ho is doing ~ good j?b.
A little "spirit" tells us that Joanne Wexler hkes her Job
at Hiram Walker's. We wonder!
Medicine has cured many ills, but no medicine could
ever do what Mary \Vigle is doing for Parke Davis. We
are of course, referring to her job. Education attracted
syi'via Potter, Dolly Rose, and Laura Steinhart, along
with Marilyn Matthews, so they returned to school and
are continuing the General Course.
Shirley Reeves is making herself useful in Mr. Gilbert's office. We guess she didn't want to stray too far
from home.
Other members of last year's Grads now holding
positions are:
Beatrice Strange ( Canadian Bridge); Janette Steer
(B. M. & G.); Velma Allen (Sterling Products); Ann
Theil (Business College); Shirley Martin (John Wyeth);
Beatrice Lonnee (Household Finance).
In closing we wish to extend our wish for every kind
of success to each and every one of the above.

UPPER SCHOOL CLASS NEWS
Various members of Fifth form worked pretty hard on
the Salvage Campaign - and not entirely concentrating
on collecting paper. Lots of fun!

*

* *

Frances Little and Connie Croll, who got most of the
advertising for the K-Hop throwaways, say "It's a lot of
work, but you sure do get aro11n<l."

* * *

Doesn't Wynne Newman know enough to stop read. ing magazines in Mr. Deagle's spare or does he have to
continually stand her in the corner. Incidentally, Wynne
' declares that it was not a True Love Story magazine
but a Cosmopolitan.

* * *

Bob Hladki enjoys photography, as a hobby. He runs
around snapping pictures of every pretty girl he sees.
Someone asked him where he got all the films. "I
haven't any film," 'was Bob's reply. "But it's a lot of
fun anyway."

* * *

If you should ever be invited to a party given by a
school fraternity called the Lily-Whiters, be prepared for
, a big surprise. Their code of actions is entirely different
from that of the comic strip Lily-Whiters.

*

* *

We have heard some interesting rumours about the
grand time Rae Robertson had when she went for a
drive to the beach on Easter Sunday. Rae was very shy
about going into details. I wonder why?

* * *

The monotony of a Biology class is often broken by
Jack Cates' questions. He seemed very interested one
day in the effects of alcohol on the human system.

* * *

.

There is no market value for advice, because you can
get all you want for nothing.

.

* * *

Since the beginning of the school year, there has been
a daily battle of wits between Rusty Stone and Ken
Fathers in the Physics class. Rusty, however, asked him
to the K-Hop ! ! ! Could they have been hiding their love
under a pretense ot hostility?

* * *

Oh, what is this wodd coming to? The industrious
Fifth form Casanovas were ardently gazing at some unknown object outside Mr. Knapp's room when he asked,
"Would you like me to pull the blinds down?" Lo and
behold, from the girls' side of the room came an emphatic
"Yes." Oh, Frances, what a slip - and no "Little" one
either.

* * *

Norm Cazzola was saying to Bill Hunter the other
day, "Between you and me, love is silly."
Bill Hunter replied: "Between you and me, it would
be ridiculous."
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YOUR

FOR

TOMORROW
The field of business offers many fascinating opportunities
from ,vhich to choose "your TARGET for tomorrow." As a
private secretary, accountant, or business executive, you'll enjoy
interesting, challenging ,,, ork, a good income, and a secure future.
'rhe exciting new inventions, the comforts and luxuries of postwar life will he yours to share.

THE FUTURE BELONGS TO THOSE· WHO
PREPARE FOR IT
Specialized business training will pr~pare you to hit the "hull's-eye"
We are Specialists in Business Training.
What we have done for others,
we CAN and WILL do for YOU.

WINDSOR BUSINESS COLLEGE
R.
245 Ouellette Ave.

TRAIN
THE

J. SERYICE, Principal
Phone 3-4921

B. E. A.
WAY
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V4 oDc\etiDI
c\o o\tet you

There's plenty of fun ahead, lots of new things to see and do, but always the
necessity of earning a good living! That can be good fun too-if you choose
the kind of work for which you are suited, and trained. Radio, in all its
branches, and Modern Electricity, are both fascinating fields that offer you all
sorts of opportunities at good pay.
.
Radio College of Canada has special courses-day, evening and home-study-to help
qualify you for well paid jobs in Electricity and Radio. It you are 161/z -years old, or
more, with at least 2 years High School, we strongly advise you to get Juli details
NOW-of course without obligation. Consult your parents or school adviser, if you wish,
then mail coupon.

WIRELESS OPERATING

RADIO TECHNOLOGY

MODERN ELECTRICITY

Be a Wireless Operator,
afloat or ashore. See the
world with Merchant Marine,_
Air Lines and Govt. Depts.
or Radio Stations.

Radio Technicians do research, testing, maintenance
and inspection of radio
equipment for all leading
radio manufacturers.

War-time developments have
opened many entirely new
fields for good jobs. A liking
for mathematics is a help in
this course.

RADIO COLLEGE ~-------------~-------I
I RADIO COLLEGE OF CANADA

54 BLOOR ST. W., TORONTO
I
I Send me, free and without obligation, full
I details of training courses that will help ME.

OF CANADA

54 BLOOR STREET WEST, TORONTO
For 16 years a leading school in Canada
t
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BOYS' A THLETI_c_s_ _

j

- Ken Fathers
SPORTS EDITOR
ASSIST ANTS:
Bill Saville
FOOTBALL
Jack Cates
HOCKEY
- Bob Phibbs
BASKETBALL
- Bill Ogle
SOCCER
Hemy Simola
SWIMMING F ootball: House League
House League football, eight-man variety, had a very
successful season last Fall with three leagues operating.
Mr. Wills formed the three leagues according to weight,
with the Seniors being over 145 pounds, Intermediates
being between 110 and 145 pounds, and the Midgets under
110 pounds.
lJ nfortunately, no Senior league champion was
crowned. Bad weather and winter examinations halted
proceedings in this bracket with teams captained by
Lloyd Haugh and Bob Buckner in a deadlock for first
place. The other two leagues did crown champions. In
the Intermediate league, Tom Mailloux's team, composed
of Hicks Darling, Pazniak, Stephans, Palmer, Taylor
and Campbell, walked off with top honours; while in the
"kid" league, Don Cooper combined with brother John,
Brooks, Grant, Barnoski, Fawcett, Truant and Gentle
to win supremacy.
Keep your eyes open for these fellows on our future
school teams.
Intercollegiate Football
Mr. Wills ended his coaching and teaching career at
Kennedy with a football team that just missed the championship. He saw his team smash to four successive
victories in league competition and then saw the ...,same
team soundly trounced twice in a row by Vocational.
It was a very disappointing climax to his outstanding
coaching career.
The Clippers started the season with 14 experienced
players on the roster. After the Grad game, which they
lost 9-6, Kennedy won their next four games of the
regular schedule under the floodlights, but dropped the
final to Vocational in a daylight tilt. Complete details
of these games were described in the "Keyhole" of last
November, but perhaps we can refresh your minds with
the scores of these contests.
Kennedy, 13; Assumption, 0
Kennedy, 7; Patterson, 6
Kennedy, 17; Walkerville, 5
Kennedy, 13; Sandwich, 11
Kennedy, 1; Vocational, 6
In the sudden-death championship game which followed with Vocational, the Clippers, handicapped by
injuries to Jack Cates and Bob Phibbs, and by the fact
that they were playing against a team that was really
red hot, bowed 10-1.
.
.
However, Kennedy placed two men on the W mdsor
Daily Star All-City Football team. These were George
Savatsky and Mike Yuhasz. (A little extra dope on how
these fellows made the team may be found elsewhere on
the sport pages); Ken Young missed the All-City team
by a single vote, while team captain Lyle Warwick and
snap Jack Cates were mentioned for the squad.
This year's complete squad found Bob Phibbs, Bill
Hunter, Eddie Pillon, Norm Cassola and Mike Yuhasz
in the backfield. Jack Cates, Bill Saville, Jack Edwards,
Lyle Warwick, Ken Young, George Savatsky and Charlie
Kouvelas on the line, and capable substitutes Henry
Simo la, John Theil, Bob Hladki, Jerry Taylor, Jack
Wright, Jim Burt, Ed Blair, Sherwood McKay, Gord
Marley, Ian Howie, Carl Zalev, Jim Spurgeon and Mike
Gallagher.
Soccer: Intercollegiate
The Kennedy Collegiate Soccer team had a very
successful season this year. Although it lacked its star
centre of 1943, Earl Brandy, the team broke even in
games with Walkerville and Vocational, and tied Pati.erson twice in the regular schedule.

Finishing the season ·in a tie with Vocational for
second place, the Clippers were forced to play a suddendeath with the Rough Riders to decide the team to meet
Patterson in the finals. This game found Kennedy take
a0: early lead, 1-0, and hold the same until the dying
mmutes of the game when Vocational tied the score.
In a twenty-minutes overtime session which followed
Vocational scored again to ,knock the Clippers out of th~
running. The team captain, Fred Hucaluk, played a
stellar game in goal throughout the season and Julius
Gladys and Lloyd Haugh were stalwarts on defence.
The forward line was composed of Johnny Szabo, Bill
Alexander, Bill Ogle, Mike Heeley and \i\Talt Kindiak
and the secondary line was Johnny Fejes, Johnny Sza~
and Doug. Turner. The substitutes were Tisdale, Edwards, Scoren, Fleming, Grundy, Lewis, Leaf, Kincaid
and Ledgley.
With the greater part of the team returning to school
next year, we see a bright future come next Fall.
Basketball: House League
Immediately after the football schedule was completed
a new and exciting basketball league sprang up at Ken~
nedy. Mr. Riggs has been hoping for years for a house
league and, at last, it became a reality. This well-organized league was divided into three divisions, namely
the Varsity division for the taller and older boys, th~
junior division for the younger and junior boys, and the
Midget division for the boys who seem to have forgotten
to grow.
The league began operations ·on the 1st of November
and continued until the first week of January. A total
of one hundred and forty-eight boys made up 22 teams
which played 59 games. These games were very thrilling
and showed just as much fight as any intercollegiate
game this year. To make the players put a little more
fight into the game, a prize was awarded to the most
valuable player in each division. In the Varsity loop,
the prize was shared by Jerry Taylor and John Hayman. Carl Deneau walked away with top honours in the
Junior division, while Steve Beke and "Shorty" Truant
split the bounty among the midgets.
As for the champions in the various leagues, Zalev
edged out an aggressive Alexandrian team, 10-3, to win
Varsity honours. In the Junior loop, Healey defeated
Stephens handily, 12-4, and in the Midget league, Warner's · boys soundly trounced Hedgley's lads, 20-2.
We congratulate Mr. Riggs for his ingenuity in establishing a system where new blood will continue to flow
into the fast-depleting basketball ranks and where new
talent will be found to wear the blue-and-gold uniform
in years to come.
Junior Intercollegiate
The team which Mr. Beckett entered in the Junior
league this year didn't exactly do what was expected of it.
In the six league games played this year, the Juniors
failed to win a single contest, although they came very
close on two different occasions.
The team put on a great display in the first two games
of the schedule. They were nipped by Sandwich in overtime irrthe opener and were nosed out by two points by
Patterson. It was after this game that the two main
cogs of the Junior machine, Ian Howie and Carl Zalev,
were drafted by the Senior team and as a result the team
lost much of its scoring punch. The scores of the
season's activity follow:
Sandwich, 21; Kennedy, 20
Patterson, 17; Kennedy, 15
St. Joseph's, 22; Kennedy, 10
Vocational, 37; Kennedy, 23
Assumption, 21; Kennedy, 10
Walkerville, 36; Kennedy, 23
The Junior team was made up of Carl Deneau, Stan
Oleksiuk, Tom Warner, Jiin Tisdale, Steve Beke, Jim
Jamieson, Don Flewelling, Pug Meneghini and Ronnie
Stephens.
Mr. Beckett can look forward to next year's Junior
team, however, because he loses only Oleksiuk to the
Seniors. The 1945-46 edition of the Clippers has already
one victory ·under their belts, a 27-14 win over Assumption.
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Senior Intercollegiate
Kennedy's Senior Basketball team has just completed
a very successful yet disappointing season. The defend- ·
ing intercollegiate champions started the seaso·n with
only Bob Phibbs and Charlie Kouvelas back from the
first team and Mike Yuhasz from the second team. To
fill the· gap, Jack Edwards, Eddie Pillon and Lyle W ~rwick were drafted from last year's Junior team, and
Lloyd Haugh, Jerry Taylor and Jerry Meretsky were
recruited from interform ranks. The decision of the ,
coaches to play a single schedule was a disappointment to
the players as well as their supporters, but the addition
of St. J oseph's to the league helped out somewhat.
The season opened in traditional Kennedy manner;
they dropped the opener to Sandwich by the very low
score of 17-14. This game found the Clippers' shooting
eyes away off. The next game found the blue-and-gold
pitted against Patterson, who were supposed to win the
championship. This game was very close and rough,
but once again we ended up on the wrong end of a
28-26 score. It was after this game that Zalev and Howie
were drafted to the Senior team in order to strengthen
it somewhat. Playing their second game on their home
floor, Kennedy hit the stride and swamped St. J oseph's basketeers, 37-13. This victory served as a real stimulant
for the Clippers, '"' ho then were give11 a bye for a week.
The Rough Riders from Vocational received a pleasant
surprise when they invaded the Kennedy den. With the
humiliation of the football season burning in their hearts,
the Clippers grabbed an early lead and won out, 29-27.
The next game was at Assumption, where we kept the
game just out of the Purple's reach to finally win out,
24-21. The last game on the schedule found easy pickings
and as a result Walkerville bowed, 47-34.
Kennedy drew Assumption in the semi-final bracket
and the game was played on the neutral Vocational floor.
This game was a real thriller but Kennedy, after leading
throughout the first three quarters, bad some tough luck
and went down by the same score as Assumption had
bowed to Kennedy earlier, 24-21. Assumption, by the
way, went on to win the championship.
·
Bob Phibbs, who not only led the . team in scoring.
but also the league, was picked on the All-City Basket- ·
ball team for the second successive year. The team
captain, Charlie Kouvelas, won a place on the second
team.
Thus endeth another chapter in basketball.
Interform
The annual interform basketball campaign was, as
usual, full of thrills and competition, starting at the end
of January and continuing. to mid-March, 31 games we.re
played with double elimination the order of the time.
There were three groupings, namely: Grade 9, Gracie
10 and Grades 11, 12 and 13.
The Grade 9 championship went to 9B who defeated
9E 18-10; l0D bowed to l0C, 16-5, in the Gracie 10 loop;
while in the senior school, 12A knocked out 12B, 25-14.
After l0D bounced our 9B to capture the lower school
championship, 12A repeated the process defeating l0D,
24-6, to win the school championship.
Hats off to Mr. Bishop's 12A on their supremacy over
the rest of the school. 'fhe 12A team was made up of
Gord Marley, Joe Szabo, Johnny Richards, Julius Gladys
and Bill Alexander. By the way, these last three men all
just barely missed making. the Senior team.
Hockey: Intercollegiate
The stanclardbearers of the blue-and-gold in the Vv.S.
S.A. hockey league came closer to winning the championship than any other Kennedy team since 1939 ancl
would have come through with a winner had they not
been dogged with bad luck around the Walkerville goal
in the final series.
,
Before the season opened, Kennedy and Walkerville
were pegged as the teams to beat and the better of these
two would be seen after the fir-st game of the season,
which found these two powerful squads pitted against
each other. This game was very fast and clean throughout but the best t eam was still not decided as the game
ended in a 2-2 draw. The Clippers showed the "never

say die" spirit to come from behind and knot the count.
Roth Rowles, who made a very spectacular showing all
season, was one of the reasons Walkerville didn't win
this one.
The next two games saw the team coast along with
comparative ease, knocking off Assumption, 6-3, and
Patterson, 3-1. Jack Cates and Bill Ogle managed to
fatten their scoring records in the Assumption •game by
five points and four points respectively, while Harold
Meneghini lead the team in victory over Patterson. Then
came Kennedy's old stumbling block, the Vocational
"jinx on Kennedy" Rough Riders who upset our boys
5-1, marring their otherwise clean record of no losses'.
The semi-final playoffs got underway with Kennedy
facing the same Vocational squad that had disgraced
them only a vveek previous. It was a two-game total-goal
series with the winQ.er to meet the winner of a like series
between Patterson and Walkerville. The Clippers skated
into the first game with a vengeance and came out with
a 2-1 victory, thus breaking the Vocational jinx. Kennedy went into the second game with a one-goal margin
and that one goal proved to be the deciding factor in
this hotly contested issue. The blue-and-gold turned
on the pressure at the start and held a 3-1 advantage
on the game and a 5-2 lead on the series with ten
minutes to go in the game. Despite the fact that Vocational played the rest of the game without a goalie,
Kennedy held the red shirts to two goals and won the
series 5-4, although the final score of the game was 3-3.
Bill Hunter sparked the team throughout this series and
gave goalie Rowles lots of help by blocking shot after
shot. This spectacular victory sent Kennedy into the
finals against Walkerville, who had toppled Patterson
handily.
This final series proved hard going for the undermanned Kennedy team. Norli.1 Cazzola, in particular,
stood out, playing a fast game at forward, then moving
back to defence to "rest" while handing out body checks.
Kennedy went down to successive defeats 5-3 and 5-1
but all who saw this series agree that man for man
Kennedy was· the better team.
The team's captain, Jack Cates, sparked the team
throughout the year, while Roth Rowles, Harold Meneghini, Bill Ogle, Bill Hunter, Frank Kincaid, Bob Buckner, Norm Cazzola and Jack Stephens were in there
fighting, The rest of the team was composed of Bob
Hlaclki, Eel Blair, D'oug ·worrell and Lorne Belanger.

Swimming
The boys' swimming team came off second best in
the intercollegiate meet this year, being defeated by Patterson's boys, 58-34. However, combining the boys' total
to what the girls had made, Kennedy won the meet,
scoring 91 points to Patterson's 79.
The school swimming meet found Mike Yuhasz walking off with the senior boys' individual honours with 18
points, while Don Irwin polled 12 points. Otto Chanko
nosed out Henry Simola 11-10 in the junior division.
The swimming team was composed of senior boys:
Mike Yuhasz, Don Irwin, Tommy Hillis, Fred Hucaluk,
Johnny Widdifielcl, Jerry Meretsky and Harvey Meretsky,
and junior boys: Otto Chanko, Gerald Bezaire, Henry
Simola, Dave Leigh, Ed Callis, Doug Sayers and Bob
Handy sides.

Varsity Sports Centre
10 Sandwich Street East
Windsor, Ont.
Phone 2 - 2391

The Right Equipment For Every Sport

..........................
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SENIOR FOOTBALL
Mascot: Alex Cserpes.
First Row, left to Pight: Jim Burt, George Savatsky, Sherwood McKay, Charles Kouvelas, Mike Yuhasz, Norm
Cazzola, Bill Hunter, Jack Wright.
Second Row: Jack Cates, Ron Marley, Jack E::lwards, Bob Phibbs, Lyle Warwick, Jerry Taylor, John Thiel, John
Lusk, Henry Simola, Ken Young.
Third Row: Carl Zalev, Ian Howie , Ed Blair, Bill Saville, Jim Spurgeon, Bob Hladki.

SENIOR HOCKEY
Front Row, left to right: Jack Cates (Captain), Harold Meneghini, Rolll Rowles , Bob Buckner, Fra_nk Kincaid.
Back Row: Bill Hunter, Bob Hladki, Norm Cazzola, Bill Ogle, Mr. Thomson (Coach), Lloyd Bellanger, Jack Stephens,
Doug Worre·II, Ed Blair.
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SENIOR BASKETBALL
Front Row, left to right: Lyle Warwick, Charles Kouvelas, Mike Yuhasz, Carl Zalev, Jerry Meretsky.
Back Row: Lloyd Haugh, Jerry Taylor, Bob Phibbs, Jack Edwards, Ian Howie, Howard Riggs (Coach).

You CAN Get a College Education·in Windsor
at

ASSUMPTION · COLLEGE
of

The University of Western Ontario
The essence of a university course consists in following a planned sequence of courses for three years
after Upper School or for four years if an honour course is taken. To obtain a B.A. degree, a student
must take several key courses and many elective ones, depending on what he wishes to major in or
what profession or life's work he plans to follow.
The following courses ON THE UNIVERSITY LEVEL comprise the most popular pre-requisites
and options offered at Assumption College:
BOTANY
BIOLOGY
BUSINESS
ADMINISTRATION
CHEMISTRY
CLASSICS (Latin and Greek)
POLITICAL SCIENCE
PRE-ENGINEERING
ENGLISH

FRENCHGERMAN
HISTORY
LIBRARY SCIENCE
MATHEMATICS
MUSIC
PSYCHOLOGY
PHILOSOPHY

PHYSICAL EDUCATION
PHYSICS
RELIGIOUS KNOWLEDGE
SPANISH
VOCATIONAL GUIDANCE
C.O.T.C. MILITARY
TRAINING
ZOOLOGY

Many college credit subjects are offered in NIG}lT SCHOOL, as well as a complete range of accelerated refresher High School subjects especially designed for Servicemen.
Discuss your vocational intentions and aptitudes with the Registr:ar.

ASSUMPTION COLLEGE
Phone 3 - 6355

WINDSOR, ONTARIO

Three-quarters of a
Ceo tury of Service
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Track
Tracksters will have an added inspiration this year
when they compete in the intercollegiate meet. If the
IJoy show well this year, they will probably land a trip
lo the \rV .O.S.S.A. meet at London - a meet which is
returning to activity after an absence since 1941.
Harold Meneghini, Bill Saville, Sherwood McKay,
Bob Phibbs, and Bill Hunter will lead the seniors into
the fray. M eneghini and Saville are both very adept at
hurdling, with Harold also starring in the high jump,
440 and 880 yard dashes, and Bill a broad jumper and a
miler. McKay will probably win the 220, 440 and 880,
1,,vh ile Hunter will confine himself to the 100 and 220 yard
sprints. Phibbs is a shot putt, discus and javelin fancier.
Also around in the other divisions are Stan Olesiuk,
Ronnie Stephens, Paul Deneau, Carl Deneal, Joe Szabo
and others.
This might be it, boys!
Sport Shorts
Rumours, and we hope they are rumours, have it
that Kennedy will enter no track teams in the intercollegiate meet this ye2r. I was approached by a Vocational
trackster the other day and asked a question which I was
unable to answer. The question: "Is Kennedy too yellow
to enter the track meet?" I hope the answer is a big
'NO!" . . . . A member of the senior basketball team
says: "We might have won the championship this year
if we had Joyce 'Red' Stone playing for us." Could be.
. . . . Norm Cazzola is still collecting money from Murt
Tough and Annie Schu lde. The reason, they. bet that
Vocational would beat Kennedy in the hockey playoffs.
. ... Late hockey score: Senior Hockey team, 17; Senior
Basketball team, 4.. .. . Kennedy sportsters are really
travelling around these days. Bob Buckner played in
J\J.aple Lc:af Gardens in Toronto as a member of a Windsor juvenile team playing against the Toronto Young
Maple Leafs. \i\Tindsor Spitfire defenceman Harold Meneghini went to Sarnia and Stratford. Mr. Riggs took
Charlie Kouvelas, Bob Phibbs, Mike Yuhasz and Ian
Howie to Kitchener during the Easter holidays to play
with the Westminster team in an 0. A. B. A. junior
basketball tourney. Jack Cates took a "sentimental" journey to Chatham to see the little woman . . . . . In answer
to many inquiries: the name EPP A Riggs is a souvenir
of his college fraternity days. Ask Mr. Riggs for more
details .. . . The senior basketball team game our senior
hockey team lots of support this year and you should
have seen them when the fights started. . . . . Warning:
Keep out of Norm Cazzol~'s way when he gets mad.
You should have seen him in front of the W alkerville
bench defying the sneering Tartans to come down and
fight after Jack Cates was spread up the side of the
boards in the first game of the finals . . . . . Jack Cates
should be given a special award for the player who gets
hurt the most during the intercollegiate competition.
Jack's got the scars to prove it. And now, in conclusion,
[ would like to thank my associates, Mr. Riggs, Mr.
Thomson and others who have helped to put more sports,
better sports in the Kencoll this year.
GIRLS' ATHLETICS
Sylvia P otter
Kennedy girls, as in previous years, participated
whole-heartedly in the field of sports. This year particularly has been truly successful, and Miss Betty Davis,
our Physical Instructress, is deserving of much credit
for arousing and encouraging the enthusiasm of our girls.
Basketball
Close competition was seen this season for our basketball team. Muriel Tough proved to be a very capable
captain and, with the other members of the team, succeeded ih 1ifting the reputation of Kennedy's g irls basketball team to a high level.
The championship was just within our grasp but
was snatched from us by Vocational's eager players in a
round-robin series. The competing schools in the playoffs were Kennedy, Sandwich and Vocational; Sandwich
out-scored Vocational in the first game but was eliminated
from the series when they tied with Kenned:Y 15-15, in
the second ganfr. The resulting sudden-death game be-

tween Vocational and Kennedy made Vocational the city
champion.
.Miss Davis, we might add, is very proud of her
·'nearly championship" team and, of course, an even
better team is hoped for next year. Claire Back wa
Kennedy's highest total scorer this season with 29 point .
Interform Basketball
As usual, interform basketball was met with much
zeal by the school. Many teams entered the games and
to the present tune 9H, lOC, and 1 lD have best displayed
their ability as ba&ketballers. They will meet the third
week in April to battle for the championship. The
captains of the teams are Lillian Brophey, Dorothy
Moxon and Fay Blitstein.
Swimming
Once again Kennedy came through the inter-city
meet with ttying colours.
ln style and diving, Mary MacDonald (Sr.) and Nancy
Garnier (Jr.) displayed their grace and ability by winning
in both the interform and intercity meets.
'l he Senior Girls' Relay Team won again but this
was not entirely due to speed this time. The opposing
team was eliminated for violating relay rules, leaving
l(ennedy girls the winners, the total number of points
Leing ;,'::I. The swimmers on the team were Mary Mac[ cnald, Reva Soble, Betty Peterson, Sylvia Potter, ancy
Garnier (Jr.) and Sylvia Potter copped the competition
in speed and were individual leaders with the total of
i ~ iJOints each .
Kennedy has for several years in succession won the
sw;mming cup championship. \Ne'd miss that swimming
cup in our trophy case, wouldn't we?
· [n the interform competition the relay winners were
9E, l0B and 11 B. The senior form champion team was
1lD and the junior champion tean~ was 9H. The junior
individual champion was Jytte Hansen with 11 ½ points
and Sylvia Potter was the senior champion with 15 point::;.
Track, Softball and Tennis
Training for track is under way and everyone who is
interested is urged by Miss Davis to come out to the
practices even if just for the fresh air. Former years
have seen a number of girl track stars from Kennedy, so
why make this year an exception?
A softball tournament, and also a tennis tournament
which will be held concurrently with the softball, are
being planned for this season. All that's needed to make
a success of these activities is a bit of interest and
enthusiasm.
Girls' Physical Training Demonstration
The much-talked-about demonstration which was
held in the city arena on May 8, 1945, at 8 p.m., is the
biggest event of its kind to be staged in Windsor. All
the girls from Patterson, Sandwich, Vocational, \rValkerville and Kennedy participated.
The purpose of thi demonstration was to let the
public know just what the girl students of the secondary
schools do, and learn, in their classes.
The progran1me consisted of folk-dancing, squaredancing, the highland fling, relays and a gymnastic table
of calisthenics.
Every school took part in a marching drill preceded by a colour party carrying the school colours.
\Ve're proud of our achievements and pleased that
Kennedy was as well represented in the stands as in
the exhibition.

Eyes Examined

Glasses Fitted

FRED STRUCl(ETT
OPTOMETRIST -

320 Ouellette Avenue
Windsor, Ontario

OPTICIAN

Phone:
3 - 6763
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MISS MARGARET LARGE

The following article app eared in the magazine " Victory," p ublished by the R.C.A.F. station at A lliford B ay ,
Queen Charlotte Islands, B.C. : On behalf of the station, Victory wis hes to welcom e
Miss Margaret Large to Alliford Bay as Y . M. C. A.
supervisor. ·
E ntering the " Y" s ervice earl~ i1~ the y ear, this is
Miss Large's fir st experience of the West Coast and she
is v ery enthusiastic in her admiration of th e rugged
beauty of the Queen Charlottes. She is a native of Windsor, Ontario, thereby swelling the already irnpressive
ranks of those on the station claiming to come from
" Canada."
A graduate of Margaret Eton College and the U niversity of Toronto, specializing in physical training , Miss
Large is particularly well fitted to assist with and orga nize all sp orts and "Y" activities among the Women's
Div ision of this station.
We w ish you many happy, sunny days at A lliford,
Margar et, and success in y our interesting w ork.

CADET CORPS
Ji~ Graves
N o,v that Spring has arrived and the Easter exams
and holidays are q.ver, the boys of our school are once
more diligently at work preparing to defend the name of
Kennedy and raise it abov e all others in the coming Military District No. 1 Cadet inspections. The rj.ate for the
inspection of our cadet corps has been set for May 18
and although we did not place among the top ten Military
District No. 1 cadet corps last year, we are confident that
this year, with the full co-operation of every boy in the
school, we will be able to outshine all others in proficiency
and steadiness on parade.
Training our cadet corps 1s not a job which can be
accomplished in a few short weeks, it is a task which
takes months. As far back as last summer, ri1any of our
boys who hoped to be future officers and who planned
to be able to better defend their country if they should
be needed, spent ten days at beautiful, cool Thames
Valley cadet camp. On July .3 , twenty-four of our boy s
(the writer included) and Mr. Ryan departed in what
looked more like cattle cars than passenger coaches for
the Royal Canadian Cadet Camp at London. The train
tra,·e ll ed very s lowly, making many stops, and at every
s top more cadets embarked for camp. After about three
hours' travel we reached our destination, Hyde Park
station and, after being formed into a column, began the
three and a half mile cross-country trip to camp.
After reaching camp and sta_n ding around until about
three o'clock, we were given our first good meal since
our breakfast - a cup of cocoa, which tasted like boiling
mud, and a so-called jam sandwich. Not all the meals
were like this, however; most of them were worse. After
dinner we were assigned to our tents and issued our
clothes and equipment. Clothes were issued in a very
orderly manner - it made no difference whether you
were 4-ft 6 or 6-ft 4, you took the clothes in the order
they were packed in the quartermaster's stores. After
we were settled we were assigned our various duties,
which ranged from "Sanitary Engineer" Edward Blair to
Gentleman Dispatch Rider Harry Picthall. Things went
very well at camp, with the exception of the writer being
sent home as a 4F and Ronald Marley being confined to
the Military Hospital for several days with German
measles. All in all, µiost of the boys had a very enjoyable ten days and are looking forward to the time when
they can do it again.
Last January the officers' class was formed under the
command of two of Kennedy's most capable teachers ,
Mr. Mahon and Mr. Riggs. The officer candidates
trained at noons and after four and on March 28 were
examined and inspected by a party of officers from headquarters, London. The boys were highly commended oti.
th eir proficiency by these 0afficers and many high marks
. were obtained by the boys.
The band, under the direction of Kennedy' s most beloved teacher, Mr. Wm. Downey, has been practising
weekly since last Fall, at night in the gym., and as inspection day draws neat intends to practise· still more often.
The buglers have been under the guidance of Cadet Bugle
Sergeant Robert Peterson. Our band has been acclaimed
one of the most outstanding organizations of its kind in
this part of the country and we wish it continued success
this year.
The Signal Corps is once again being instructed by
1fr. Reckett and is comprised of interested students from
all forms. The boys and Mr. Beckett have given generously of their own time both at noons and after four so
that this year they will be able to prove to the inspecting
officers that we have a Signal Corps second to none.
Mr. Thompson is in charge of the Ambulance Corps
this year and is busily engaged selecting capable twelfth
grade boys who have obtained their St. John Ambulance
certificates in his first aid classes during the past year
to make up his stretcher squads. It is to be hoped that
there will be no real need for these boys, but should the
occasion arise, we will find them prepared to meet any
emergency.
·
The change to a nine-period day provides time for the
recently commissioned officers and non-commissioned
officers tq get in some hard work changing raw recruits
into finished cadets.
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SPOR TRAITS
By Ken Fathers

Jack "The Bumper" Cates
Jack added his fifth and sixth stars to his sweater this
year in pacing the football and hockey teams to numerous
victories. As snap on the grid squad, Jackson was the
key man on the line on both offence and defence, and,
as a result, he got a mention for All-City honours. An
injury which kept the '"iron-man" on the sidelines in both
Vocational games is said to have been one of the reasons
the Kennedy line was not up to par. As captain of the
hockey team, Cates led the team in scoring with 13 points
and ranked third in league scoring. A more than capable
centre, Cates was placed on defence when the team was
being forced by the opposition.
Norman "Slush" Cazzola
Norm also played on the football and hockey teams.
Mr. Wills found the little Italian lad more than a suitable
substitute for Joe Koskie at the right-halfback spot. He
rose to new heights in the Sandwich game when he paced
the team to the 13-11 victory by recovering a fumble and
doing some smart ball-handling. Alternating between
right wing and defence on the hockey team, Cazzola
showed lots of fight, both literally and figuratively.
Norm showed very well, in the \"I alkerville series, what
he could do; and although he was not the team's leading
scorer, he was a very important factor in the Clipper
drive to the finals.
Ian "Pepsodent" Howie
Joining the Senior basketball team after it had dropped
its first two games, Howie helped pull Mr. Rigg's squad
from the doldrums. In his first full game in the Senior
uniform, Ian cored 12 points to lead the Clippers in their
victory against Vocational. Thereafter, he lead the Senior
drive towards a playoff spot. Howie, as a sub for Cazzola on the football team, scored the second touchdown
against Assumption in the Kennedy 13-0 victory.
Bill Hunter - the Hamtramck Flash
This curly-headed lad can really travel either on the
gridiron, the ice rink, the cinder track or in the pool.
He was the left-halfback on the football team, being used
very frequently on ·quick-opening plays. He was defenceman on the hockey team, really showing that he can
play hockey. He was the stalwart on the Kennedy defence all winter. He is expected to really burn up the
track-as a sprinter running the 100-yd. and 220-yd . .dashes.
Unfortunately, Bill decided not to enter the swim meet
this year because he was too busy with the hockey team
to find time to practice.
Charlie "the Greek" Kouvelas
Charlie was another two-sport man. At left end on
the grid squad, he was the real "find" of the season,
playing both as passer, receiver and expert· tackler. As
left forward on the basketball team, he was the leading
playmaker of . the team. Being captain of the team,
Charlie paced the Clippers to the 24-21 victory over
Assumption during the regular season by scoring 11
p9ints. He won a berth on the All-City second team.

Harold "Great Profile" Meneghini
Harold is looked upon as the key to the Senior track
problems. He is very versatile, running the distance races
besides hurdling with the best of them. Hal, also, was a
member of the hockey team, being the runner-up to
Captain Cates in the scoring column with 9 points.
"Billy the Kid" Ogle
Soccer and hockey were this youngster' s specialties.
He was the outstanding forward on the soccer team,
scoring goals when they counted. As a reserve wingman
on the hockey team, Bill was a scoring threat at all
times. His two goals in the Vocational series spelled
doom for the blue-and-red, while his goal and three assists
in the Assumption game didn't do any harm either.
Bob "Smoothie" Phibbs
Mr. Phibbs really was hot this year when it came to
basketball. Pacing the team in all of its games, he was a
man to be feared by all opponents. To show that he
could score baskets, he scored 22 points in the St.
J oseph's game and went two better in the Walkerville
game, scoring 24 points. He won a berth on the AllCity basketball team for the second successive year. Bob
added a little more fame to his record at Kennedy at
flying-wing on the football team. He was a great plunger
all season and was sorely missed in the championship
game when he was injured in the first quarter.
Eddie "Wolf" Pillon
Being drafted by the army may have hurt Kennedy's
track prospects very considerably, but Eddie Pillon was
around long enough to star as fullback on the football
team. Eddie was a triple-threat man in every sense of
the word. He could kick, run and pass with equal vigor
and his all-around play was largely responsible for the
success of the football team this year.
George "Slats" Savatsky
George, as a member of the football team, won the
right end berth on the All-City football team. He was
tagged by opponents as the best and surest tackler in
the city. He scored two touchdowns during the grid
season and as a receiver of passes from Eddie Pillon,
he was a threat at every moment.
'·Mary's Little Lamb" Lyle Warwick
Lyle was the .c aptain, in his second term, of the football team. Despite some bad publicity, Warwick was the
man who put the pep in the Kennedy front wall and it
was his all-around good play out front that kept Kennedy
in there. Lyle was also a member of the basketball team
in a reserve capacity.
Mike "t~ Mite" Yuhasz
Mike won a berth on the All-City football team on
the strength of his play-calling and ball-handling at
quarterback. Mike was unsurpassed as a plunger, passer
and pass receiver. On defense he played a sparkling
game at the left territory spot. Mike, it is said, was the
only player on the Kennedy team who knew what was
going on during the crucial Vocational game. Mr. Yuhasz was also a member of the senior basketball team,
although he didn't do as well as· was anticipated. Mike
is also a pretty fair track man. He is an able polevaulter, discus, shot and javelin man.
P.S.-Mike takes swimming up as a sideline, winning
the school swimming crown by a sizeable margin.

COCI( BROS.
ESTAB. 1891

Tested Quality Feeds and Seeds

340 PITT STREET E_A_s_T_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
w_1_N_o_s_o_R_ _ _ _,1
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GIRLS ' SWIMMING CHAMPS

Front Row, left to right: Betty Peterson, Mary MacDona(j, Sylvia Potter, Patricia Howell, Margaret Blair.
Back Row: Wanda Cichy, Nancy Garnier, Donna Paisley, Miss Davis (Instructor), Mr. A. F. S. Gilbert (Principal),
Reva Soble, Jytte Hansen, Lillian Pete•rson, Leona Neville.

KENNEDY IN SWING
Mike Yuhasz
Bessie in a Bustle
.... Mary MacDonald
Don't Carry Tales Out of School
... Jack Edwards
I'll ee You in My Dreams ..
.... .. .. .Nancy Wilson
I 'm Gonna Hate Myself in the
Morning ..... .. .. ........... .... Charlie Kouvelas ( Kitchener)
Candy..
... .... Marie Cassidy (look what it did for me)
Oh, How I Hate To Get Up in the Morning . Ed Pillon
He's Just My Bill.. ..
.Wynne Newman
Please \Von't You Leave My Girl Alone ... Murry O' eil
Brin.g On the Girls .
. Jerry Taylor
Tl-ie Gambling Boy.....
... Fred Hucaluk
How V./ ould You Like To Take My Picture .. Joyce Fenn
Lovely To Look At .... ......
... .. .... Ollie Prymak
Sentimental Journey
.. We tminster Basketball Team
More and More .. .....
.Kathryn Howard
weet and Lovely ..
. ..... Claire Back
If Mother Could Only ee
Us ow ....................... .Men Teachers ' Basketball 'l'ean1
. . Sylvia Potter
You're 11y Little Pin-Up Girl ..... .
.... Joyce Stone
You Excite Me
....... ................ .
.......... Ian Howie
I'm Confessin' ..... .
My Mamma Says
"No! No!"
Bob Hladki (take heed, Anne)
How Many Hearts Have You Broken
Norm Cazzola
Constantly.
. .. ... .......... .. .... Jim Chick - Fiz Foster
5 o'Clock in the Morning ............. .... ... .... .. ..... Mike Yuhasz
A Love Like Ours ... . ...... .... ..... .. ......... .. ..... Spurgeon and Dell
Let Me Escort You to the Geom. Room (off toon)
.. .. ..... ........
. ....................... .. .... ........... .Lyle and Mary
.... ...... .. ...... ......... ......................... .... ....... ........... Bob and Anne
Here Comes the Bride ... ... ....... ....................... .. .... .. Bill Hunter
A Little On the Lonely Side .. ............. ... ..Marjorie Newton

GOOD OLD llD
T4elma Wenner, 11 D
When around this class I look
Many faces I do see;
They're naturally all intelligent
Pupils of 1 lD.
Take Zelma, our Class President,
A lively gal she be,
Alway running 'round the schoo l,
She's busy constantly.
Just ask Char and Muff and 11igs
Who is their favourite teacher.
And they will promptly answer you
"You know, you silly creature."
llD has a basketball team,
It won the senior crest,
Everyone will sure agree
That our girls are the best.
Nancy is our swimming champ,
She dives and lots of things,
Sometimes you would surely think
That she was sprouting ,,v ings.
Away off in the future
Brilliant stars I see,
They were all intelligent
Pupils of llD.
DREAM BOY
The French class of 1OC2
Has one boy; not a few!
He speaks French if you require,
That is, when not reading Esquire.
His intelligent face and manly physique
Makes all of the girls holier "EEk!"
To us he is a very rare man,
And his name is Fred Bearman.
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THE OPERETTA
Lillian Taub, 13A
Whenever we think of an operetta, we visualize a
Gilbert and Sullivan fiasco, complete with the soprano
screeching, the tenor bellowing, and a stout bass with a
cocked ~at, in i ting that "I'm the ruler of the Queen's
nav-e-e!
What i an operetta? Some pleople know it as an
opera with more speaking line than the operas staged
at the opera houses. You might call it a comic opera
with catchy tunes you can whistle. The music does not
occupy as great a place as an opera's, but it is more elaborate than a music comedy's. Its plot is simple and not
so unique, for it is the ageless story of boy meets girl
- boy loves girl - boy gets girl. We must bear in
mind, however, that this formula has been creating fortunes for many scenario writers, so why shouldn't it
provide money bags for the writers of operettas.
Today the operetta is a very popular enjoyment, although about five years ago it was almost extinct. In fact,
perhaps its only prophets were Jeannette MacDonald and
Nelson Eddy. Suddenly interest in it revived. The
reasons for this sudden restoration are not known. Yet
the operetta remains an arresting part of the musical
horizon.
To illustrate the renev.ral of interest in the operetta,
we may notice that on Broadway, not only are the new
musicals with operetta flavourings popular, such as "Oklahoma," ''Bloomer Girl," and the ·'Song of orway," but
also the old stand-bys like the ''Merry Widow," "The
Student Prince," and "The Great Waltz" are again seizing the imaginations of the country with their beauty.
The operettas which are considered the classics excluding Strauss' "The Bat," and he Gilbert and Sullivan comedies - are three American and two European
operettas. The American operettas are "Naughty Marietta," "Robin Hood," and "Show-Boat"; the European
are "The Merry Widow," and "The Chocolate Soldier."
These are the most frequently produced and always find
a willing public.
"Naughty Marietta" contains some of Victor Herbert's
best music. The "Italian Street Song," "Ah, Sweet
Mystery of Life," and "I'm Falling in Love With Someone" come from thi operetta. 0 car Hammerstein I.
supervised the first performance of this operetta. The

performance was an instantaneous triumph.
"Robin Hood," by Reginald de Koven, had not such
a great success at its premiere in Chicago. Indeed, it
received an extremely cold reception. However, it was
produced again in New York the next year, and the show
soon became the rage.
"The Merry Widow" was produced in the States
two years after it brilliant opening in Vienna. Franz
Lehar composed his best-loved melodies for this operetta,
which has become so popular.
Two years after "The Merry Widow" came Oscar
Strauss' ''The Chocolate Soldier." This operetta was
based on Shaw's play, "Arms and the Man." Incidentally, Oscar Strauss now lives in New York.
Jerome Kern's "Show-Boat" contains his · most successful tunes - "Why Do I Love You," "Only Make
Believe," "Can't Help Lovin' That Man," and that great
favourite, "Old Man River." The script was bas·ed on
Edna Ferber's novel, "Show-Boat," which makes great
reading. Kern produced this operetta in collaboration
with Oscar Hammerstein II., the son of Victor Herbert's
friend. "Old Man River," which is now on its way to
becoming one of America's folk tunes, claims the melody
in part of an old English hymn as its ancestor.
Perhaps to understand how operettas are written, you
might like this anecdote. It seems that Anton Rubinstein went to visit a friend, a composer of operettas, and
found on the piano the scores of Strauss, Suppe, Lehar
and others.
''What!" exclaimed Mr. Rubinstein, "I
thought that you composed by heart."
Still, you must admit that operettas make good listening and good enjoyment. See these operettas if you
have the opportunity. You will like them.
The curtain rises. The male villagers, dressed in rags,
and the female villagers dressed in the satins characteristic of milkmaids, sing a song that goes like this:
"Oh, the something, something, something in May!" All
is merriment, for it is the morning of the fair. Everyone
is rejoicing except the daughter of the village innkeeper,
who is betrothed to the son of the baker. It appears that
she has fallen in love with the young man from the
castle painted on the backdrop.
Yes, you are face to face with an operetta, an ancient
form of musical entertainment.

QUEEN'S UNIVERSITY
KINGSTON . -

ONTARIO

Incorporated by Royal Charter 1841
Situated in the oldest city m Ontario; 34 buildings; normal registration about 4,500;
health insurance provided during session.
ARTS-Courses leading to the degrees of B.A., M.A., B.Com., M.Com.
work may be done by Summer School and correspondence.

Part of the

SCIENCE-Courses leading to the degrees of B .Sc. and M.Sc. in Chemistry, Mineralogy
and Geology, Physics and in Mining, Chemical, Civil, Mechanical and Electrical
Engineering.
MEDICINE-Courses leading to the degrees of M.D., C.M. and M.Sc., and the Diploma
of Public Health.

NURSING SCIENCE-Courses leading to the degree of B.~.Sc.
MATRICULATION PAMPHLET, sent on request, includes complete list of
scholarships and prizes awarded on entrance and on University work.

WRITE FOR A COPY OF "QUEEN'S IN PICTURES"
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THE HAUNTED HOUSE

Petunia: "Yes'm." (Starts.) "Yes'm if mah legs don't
collapse on de way. (Exit.)
.
Louise (to herself): "At times Petunia is so exasperating. If she w eren't so efficient I believe I would
discharge her." •
Petunia (re-enters): " Dey's a funny looking old man
outside wants to see you, ma'am."
Louise: " Did you ask for his card?"
Petunia : '·Yes, ma'am; Ah did. An' he done say he
ain't got no ca' d on account he don't play ca'ds."
Lou ise (laughing) : "Show him in."
· Petunia: " Yes ·m, but ah warns you he don't look like
no gent'man. He look mo' like a nanny goat with dem
wh iskers he wears."
Man enters: " Miss Pratt, I 'm Jenkins. I live over the
garage. I came in to tell you that you should put a
glass of water in the guest room every night unless you
w~nt to put up with . a lot of racket."
Louise: "What in the wor ld are you talking about?
Why should I place a glass of water in the guest room?"

A PLAY IN ONE ACT
by Lenore Moodrey
Lou ise Pratt has interited a supposedly haunted house
with the understanding that she live thirty days in it.
Louise agrees as she does not believe in ghosts.

*

* *

*

*

Scene: The living-room - it is the first evening in the
"Haunted Hoese." Louise is with her faithful coloured
maid, Petunia.

*

Louise: "Petunia, Petunia, Petunia, where are you?"
Petunia: "Ah's right here, ma'am."
Louise: "What in the world are you doing behind
my chair?"
Petunia (coming out): "Ah's scared, ma'am. Ah's
pow'ful scared."
Louise: "Bah! Scared of what?"
Petunia: "Ah done seen a ghost."
Louise (disgustedly): "'What rubbish, a ghost. Why,
there are no ghosts."
Petunia ( w ith quaking voice): '·yes, ma'am, there is.
Why dey's one Qn top of de s taircase now!"
Louise: "Just one? Well, hunt up another and we'll
have a game of ·bridge."
Petunia: "Oh lawdy me, ?\1iss Louise, ah don't like
dem jokes. De ghosts m ight hear you and come."
(Three loud knocks at the door.)
Petunia (trembling): "Oh, here dey comes now!"
Lo uise :"Petunia, stop acting sc, silly and answer the door."

University of Western Ontario
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"The universities are the conservators of civilization"
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Jenkins: ·"Because, ma'am, there's a ghost that lives
in that room and he gets mighty thirsty sometimes, and
unless you leave some water he makes an awful racket."
Louisa : "Such nonsense. Even if there were any
ghosts, they couldn't drink water."
Jenkins: "Well, I dunno about that, but I have seen
with my own eyes the glass next morning and it was
half full. How do you account for that?"
Louise: "Why, it evaporates, of course."
Jenkins: "Well, I'm just warning you; but don't blame
me if you can't sleep tonight."
Louise : "Thanks for the advict: but I sha'n't need it.
Good night, Mr. Jenkins."
Jenkins: "Good night." (Exit.)
Louisa: "Petunia, oh Petunia, what time is it?"
Ding-dong, ding-dong (nine times). "Oh, never mind;
there goes the clock now. Ho, hum! Nine o'clock already. By the way, Petunia, that clock needs oiling. It
sounds a bit rusty."
Petunia: "If you ask me, Miss Louisa, it sounds
haunted. It sounds just like my old Uncle Ben."
Louisa: "Oh, I didn't know Big Ben was your uncle.
(Laughs.)
(Noises.)
Petunia : "Ah hears noises, ma'am. Dey's coming
from de guest room.".
Louise: "Run up and see what it is."
Petunia: "Oh, lawdy me, you don't specs me to go
up dere alone?"
Louise: "Petunia, you are
so exasperating."
Petunia: "Ah hear footsteps, ma'am. A ghost sure
am coming down dem steps.
Let's hide behind dese curtains. Ah's got a nice big
pin fo' Mr. Ghost."
Ghost enters.
Petunia
jabs him with the pin.
Ghost: "Ouch, J'm punctured. (Throws off sheet.)
Louisa: "Well, Mr. Jenkins, what is the meaning of
all this?
Jenkins : "I was only
carrying out your dead aunt's
wishes.
Louisa: "My dead aunt's
wishes? What are you talking about?
Jenkins: "Well, you see,
your aunt left instructions
with me to try and scare
you. She said she didn't
want to leave this fine old
house to some fraidy cat and
then have it go to ·wrack
and ruin just because son1e
silly people think it is
haunted.
Petunia: "Well, hallelujah! Is ah relieved to know
dis here house ain't haunted
and de only ghost it had am
now punctured. Ha, ha, ha!"
"Nine_o'clock already!"
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Cubism, owing very little to nature, is definitely architectural and may be compar·e d with the American skyscraper. A few of its champions were Braque, Picasso,
Duchamp, Gris and Leger.
Modern Art - genius or madness?
The most farn.ous thing ahout Abstract Modern Art is
The art of "Les Fauves·· makes a very interesting
its unintelligibility. All explanations of a piece are clear
study. \ an Gogh, one of "Les Fauves," reacted with
to precisely one person - the one who made it. To
passionate excitement to heat, light and colour. He
illustrate this I shall tell you of an incident concerning an
painted with a terrible energy all day long in the hot sun,
interview between the ::i·,1rrealist Salvador Dali and a
picture after picture, not copying nature, l?Y exacting from
portrait painter. While they talked, the painter was
,. it the elements which excited him. · A year later, in a fit
drawing Mr. Dali and when he had finished he asked him
of madness, he shot himself.
if he would .supply a background for it. Mr. Dali looked
1'he E_xpressionists as a group are merely an extension
at his soup plate and then removed five lima beans and a
of "Les Fauves." The masters were chiefly Russian and
scrap of paper _bearing the likeness of Hitler from it.
German. Some of the artists of L'Ecole de Paris introThe completed copy is desc_ribed in this manner --"- the
duced the Negro Art of South An.1erica into their painting.
head of Dali sitting in a soup plate, part of a tree with
Futurism, still a small branch of ·Modern Art, is concenan umbrella and a telephone receiver hanging on it and a
trated upon developing a sense of motion in its pieces.
grasshopper on the side of the dish w~ich he clai_ms
This is made plain in ''Dog on a Leash," by Balla.
portrays his father. He completed the piece by calling
In bringing to an end this short discussion on Modern
it "Enigma of Hitler."
Art, · I would like you to "meet" as nearly as possible
In beginning to understand Modern Art, however,
one of its artists, the champion of Surrealism, Salvador
two preliminary observations must be made. First: "that
Dali, as he appeared at a gathering a short time ago.
a true work of art is a record of the influence upon an
There was a fleeting glimpse of humour in his large hazel
artist of the civilization in which he lives." The artist's
eyes as he spoke, and about his small sens itive mouth
job is not to compete with the camera; it is to paint the
at times a furtive smile was detected. A slender, lithe
feelings which are in his mind and in his heart. The
young man, he was dressed immaculately in a formart should put us in stimulation contact with everything
fitting plum -brown suit with a tan shirt and large striped
that has made him.
tie. His long shiny dark hair was carefully combed
Second: that in every period everywhere there are
backward from his fo r ehead. A mustache, almost a hairtrue artists, but they are very few. There are many
line in breadth, adorned his upper lip, and iu.. f.ront of
"hack" painters ·who have preceded them. It- is necessary
each ear a curl was carefully set. There was iittlc in
to know how to differentiate between them.
his appearance to proclaim him an artist.
Modern Art began about sixty years ago and is a
He says his art is a delirium of systematic interpretadirect digression from French Impressionism. This meant
tion. When asked to explain this, he stated :
that (a) the artist should record his impr~ssions C?f
''I am painting a woman and she suggests motherhood
realities choosing landscape and everyday life as his
to me. Motherhood in ·turn brings to me the idea of
objects;' (b) at symbolizing the gaiety o~ light and colou:.
childhood. One of the leading characteristics of childThe tree of Modern Art, planted sixty years ago, 1s
hood is curiosity and curiosity can be no better satisfied
perhaps the clearest illustration of the types of Modern
than by opening a chest of drawers and seeing what is in
Art that can be explained at this point. Impressionism
them. Accordingly, is it not perfectly logical, if these
represents. the roots of ~he art ar:d out of i~ grew postideas come to me when I am painting the figure of a
impressionism. A fkr this Cezanmsm ~euratlsm and two
woman that I should make them a part of that figure in
distinct painters, Van Gogh and Gauguin appeared. From
my
picture?"
Cezannism branch Cubism, hence Futurism, Surrealism
In the course of the conversation, Mr. Dali was asked
and Dadiaism. From Gauguin and Van Gogh appeared
to explain the grasshopper in the background of many of
"Les Fauves" (The Wild), Ecole de Paris and Expressionhis pictures which h~ said was his father. He explained
ism. Besides these, there are many other types such as
that when he was a boy in Catalonia he used to love to
Suprematism, Constructivism, N eo-Plasticism, Puris:11,
be in the fields and to dream, but the grasshoppers spoiled
Non-Objectivity and Romanticism. Some of these had inhis time because he feared them. In the same wav his
teresting beginnings but they are not as famous as the forfather thwarted him in many of his desires.
~
mer group. Suprematism ha1 its beginnings in ~ussia ))ul
One of Dali's best known and most controversial
came to a definite conclusion when one of its artists
works is the "Persistence of Memory," and portrays
decided that all Art could be simplified down to one black
hideous animals and melting watches on unhuman beaches
square. So he painted a black square. c;o_nstructivi~m
with ghostly trees and the cliffs -of eternity in the backis usually applied to sculptur:e. N eo-Plasticism_ and Suground.
prematism are pure ?-bstraction, the former bei~g a s~He sometimes paints continually but occasionally he
verely simplified device of rectangles and precise horidoes not put a brush to canvas for weeks. His favourite
zontal and perpendicular lines. Purism administers to
author is Freud but he has few other outside interests for
Abstract Modern Art as a sort of "Moral hygiene." Purists
he believes a normal state of mind is essential for his
made definite use of objects but insisted upon clear formal
type of work.
values. Non-Objectivity cannot be commented upon right
The real trouble arises ,vhen the customs authorities
now because it is still an outstanding target for debate.
of certain countries refuse to declare them and pass them
Of the first group, Surrealism is popular. Dali says
as pieces of art. And there · the uproar begins and many
Surrealism is the expression of the subconscious. "Rope
a layman ash "Holy suffering cats! Is this still going
and Personages" and "Composition" by Miro and "Illuon?"
minated Pleasures" and "Persistence of Memory" by Dali
It decidedly is.
are excellent examples of this.

THE MEANING OF MODERN ART
Elizabeth Peterson
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urr:CI\.

OCIIOOL, :HO'l.'.L,;~

\)IJ., ror+.,;nhr Pn.irnrPrl th!:!t rnPrllPv Roh Hladki olaved
at the Major Bowes program. Especially the first piece.
What made you think we wouldn't know it, Bob?
* * *
We'll have to get Walter Pazniak back to dish out
some more of that crooning. After all, why not develop
a "Frankie" out of one of our own boys? It would be
heavenly, wouldn't it, girls?

C01'T'I'IJHU~D

llCl lost one of their best students when Jean Paterson returned home to Scotland. News has reached us
that Jean has arrived home safely.

* * *

Why does Nancy Garnier think that Ted Mesiasz . is
so cute?
Oh, Lloyd Haugh, does Wilma Crawford know about
that brunette? (You know whom we mean.)

* *

Why couldn't Audrey .Blewett have fallen for a
Kennedy boy instead of a Walkerville he-man?

* *

*

*

*

Gloria Blain, you'd better watch your step. There
would be quite a collision if they all came home at once.

*

* * *

Roach was out for the usual evening date with his
Bessie. When she leaned over and asked him, "Do you
really love me?" Roach replied, "What do vou think I've
been doing all this time - shadow boxing?;' •

Every time Barbara Bevington goes to the Masonic,
Scotty's never there. He usually shows up when Barbara
doesn't go. Too bad, isn't it?

* * *

* * *

Joyce Hahn's hopes are all based on a wing and a
prayer.

Sitting around at lunch hour, Lenore Moodrey was
heard saying, "It certainly is going to be nice after the
war when we girls can sit back and let the boys chase us."
* * *
Mr. Knapp, in one of his famous lectures around
K. C. I., is quoted as saying, "Some men thirst after
knowledge, some after fame ... and some after too many
salted peanuts."
·
·

One day a group of Fifth form girls opened up the
trapdoor in the ceiling of the lavatory. Don't tell me
they were so desperate for a nice elate to the K-Hop
that they thought that they might find someone up there.
* * :::
All week long, Charlie Kouvelas and Jack Edwards
have their arms around each other in Physics. class. Are
they practising up for their week-end dates?

* * *

*

Oh, Bill, the next time you go ·window-shopping with
May, keep a lookout for spies. Some of your "friends"
can't keep a secret, can they?
* * *
Frances Little, seeing Mary Ellen Handysides going
around in a daze, went over to ask her what was wrong.
Mary Ellen told her she had just rinsed off some ice in
warm water and now she couldn't find it.

It took two of Kennedy's strongest young men to
separate Murray and Jane at the tea dance. But what
were those angry words mumbled to Jerry as Murray
left the floor?
* * *
We have reason to believe that a certain girl in Grade
13 is particularly poor in Math. The boys are hoping she
will soon find out that four does not divide evenly into the
number 1945. No! This is not Leap Year, Lenore.

Ideal 5th Form GirlFigure: J o-anne Ruttle
Clothes: 0 lly Prymak
Hair: Wynne Newman
Complexion : Anne Schul<le
Smile: Mary MacDonald
Vitality: Muriel Tough
Eyes: Betty Nicol
Sweet and Lovely:
J can McLennan
Personality: Nancy Wilson
-

-

•

Ideal 5th Form Boy Physique: Bill Saville
Personality: Jack Cates
Hair: Don Graham
Smile : Grant Farrill
Eyes : Mike Gallagher
Clothes: Jim Burt
Dancing : Bob Riggs

■ - - - •• - - ••• - •• - - - -~- - ••• - •••• ~
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Founded by Royal Charter in 1836 "for the general education of youth
in the various branches of Literature and Science on Christian Principles"

As one of the Federated Colleges in the Faculty of Arts of the University of Toronto,
Victoria College enrols students in all courses leading to the degrees of Bachelor of Arts
and Bachelor of Commerce and preparatory to admission to the schools of Graduate
Studies, Divinity, Education, Law and Medicine.
·
In the Annesley Hall Women's Residences and Wymilwood, accommodation is
available for women students of Victoria College. In the Victoria College Residences
accommodation is available for men students in Arts, and for a limited number of men
students enrolled in other colleges and faculties.
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AMERICA'S BURMA ROAD
By Connie Croll
Leaders of the United Nations have continually
stressed the fact that the present world conflict is
developing into a war of transportation. Every type of
transportation is included in this battle-line. The importance of a planned highway system as a basic part of
a war programme has been illustrated by China's Burma
Road. This road was scooped out in ten· months by the
back-breaking hand labour of thousands of men, women
and children. Yet this road, in use for almost five years,
poured new life into the armies of China.
Now in America, we have at last realized the importance of a continuous land route from the very tip of
South America to the farthest point of Alaska. Work
on the highway between North and South America has
been going on for some time, but it is only recently that
the urgent need of a road through Canada and Alaska
has been realized.
For many years, men had dreamed of a highway to
Alaska from the United States, passing through British
Columbia. But there were many obstacles in the way mountains, dense forests, large rivers, and muskeg (the
bog of the north country). Because of the many obstacles when eleven years ago Donald Donaldson, an
engine~r of the Alaska Road Commission, first proposed
the Canadian-Alaska Highway, it was passed by as a
fantastic idea by the people of the Amer~cas. But it was
decided by the great leaders and engmeers of North
America to attempt this great undertaking which, if and
when completed, would be the greatest a~hievement of
the United State Corps of Engineers smce the contruction of the Panama Canal. And it was further
planned that some day t_his La_nadian-Alas½an Highway
would join the Pan-American Highway. This would realize the greatest engineers' dreams of a continuous roa_d
running north and south through the Western Hemisphere.
Nothing was done to further the road for many years.
It was war that finally brought the highway into being.
In the preceding year, new airfields in the interior of
Canada constructed out of the wilderness, were forging a
new ai; link to Alaska. This air route was safe from
enemy attacks and provided an alter~ative to the sometimes weather-bound coastal route which had been established in June, 1940. A road connecting these airports in
order to supply them with fuel and to serve as a guide
for aviators in peril of losing their way in the vast,
poorly-charted northern stretches, was inevitable. Thus
was the birth of the Alcan Highway.
The jumping-off point is Fort St. John, in British
Columbia. From there, holding well to the east of the
Rocky Mountains to protect it from Japanese bombing,
the highway plunges north through some of the densest
wilderness on -the continent. Barracks had to be built
excavators assembled, and trees felled in places where
only Indians, scarlet-jacketed Mounties, and occasional
hunters and trappers had been before. There were no
roads or even trails. Just rolling hills, bush, and the
treacherou muskeg bogs, in some places twenty-five
feet deep.
The fir t American troops pulled into Dawson Creek,
sixty miles outh of the proposed beginning, on Mc:trch 9,
at 1.30 a.m., in the blistering cold and darkness, with the
thermometer reading 25 ° below zero. A poor dirt road
connected the railhead at Dawson Creek with Fort St.
John. From there they had to shove through a huge
supply- caravan for an engineer's camp at Fort Nelson,
another 250 miles north.
Fc,r six weeks the trucks never stopped rolling except
to reload and refuel. Day and night, they churned over
the glassy ice to
elson, unloaded and roade~ bac½ to
Dawson to load once more. It was a race agamst time.
They were now pa sing over ice, but near the 1st of April,
when the thaws came, the trails would become bogs and
trucks and tractors would sink completely out of sight
in them. Nevertheless, the trucks rolled on. Fires
burned day and night and exhausted drivers stopped a
few moments here and there to eat and warm up, if
possible.
.
..
When the ice began to thaw, the tnp was more difficult and in ome places very dangerous. But the men

went on, back and forth over the well-ridden road until
Apru Dtn, wnen tne roaa tnawea out comp1ete1y. ~ut
the brave engineers had transported all the men, supplies
and huge machines to Fort Nelson.
Now the warm days had come and along with the
mud came a new trouble - insects. Mosquitoes came
first, thick and fast. They were followed by he tiny
"no-see-'ems," black flies, horse flies, and deer flies. Fortunately, none of these carry malaria.
Day by day, young American men - lawyers, truck
drivers, medical students, fishermen; rich men, poor men
and beggar men - were sweating and striving side by
side to drive forward America's Burma Road. Through
this section in the gold rush day passed thousands of
cattle, driven in from the Pacific Coast to Dawson City.
Their trails are still to be found. Today the new highway
route leaves a more vivid impression.
The Pngineers mastered the muskeg by floating their
highway on a bed of gravel and logs - a technique
adapted from the old-time corduroy road built by the
pioneers. Both logs and gravel came from the nearby
foothills. When mountains had to be cro ed, the Army
engineers drilled up the trails and cut ways through
the barrier. The men slowly strove onwards and finally,
leaving Delta behind them, they reached their main goal,
Fairbanks, in mid-Alaska.
The entire road was under the direction of Col. J. A.
O'Conner and Brig.-Gen. W. M. Hage, -and was built in
the record-breaking time of eight month . It has been
e timated that the total cost ran between twenty-five
and fifty million dollars.
The road now varie in width between eighteen and
thirty feet. In a few difficult gorges it is as narrow as
ten feet. Its steepe t slope is fifteen per cent. At Fairbanks it is met by the Richardson and Glen Highways,
which bring it south to ~eward on the south Alaskan
coast.
The blazing of this great trail is a saga of courage,
endurance, and fortitude. The men lived mostly in tens.
They worked unceasingly and uncomplainingly through
long hours of uh-Arctic sunlight.
either icy wind
nor swollen glacier streams stopped hem. Several men
lost their lives - victims of their own bravery in working without hesitation under perilou conditions. They
died in action as truly as if they had fallen in action.
Already trucks are lumbering over its 1,671 miles
northward, carrying fuel for planes and motors, food and
guns for men who are now stationed in great numbers
throughout British Columbia, Alaska, and the Aleutians.
As we can readily see, the American Burma Road will
speed up victory for the United Nations. But after t~e
war it will serve another great cau e. Up the road will
be rushed natural and agricultural products grown
throughout South America and _needed by the . orth
Americans. While at the same time, food and mmerals
of North America could be sent entirely overland to all
point in South America. This coi:itinuous flow of :aw
materials between the two Arnencas would certainly
make this strategic highway the lifeline of the American
nations.

ROMAN CATHOLIC STUDENTS' CLUB
ince this school has been built, many new societies
have been born and within recent years the Roman
Catholic Students' Club has sprung up to help the Catholic students supplement and refresh their knowledge of
God. This society i nbw four years old in this collegiate, and we hope to strengthen our Roman Catholic
tu<lents in their faith. Father Clark and Father Mulkern
have been our inspiring instructors during the past year.
Although the Roman Catholic students did not co-operate
one hu~dred per cent as desired, we hope, in future year ,
that each and every Catholic student, girl or boy, will
feel it an honour to exercise his religious freedom and
prove it by his weekly attendance. These meetings !as ~
only half an hour. Every year we sponsor a special evening of entertainment at the Knights of Columbus hall
for the members of our society.
With the increased emvhasis which the Department of
Education is putting on the importance of religious
educ;ation, we feel happy that this club has been founded
-and we look for larger attendances and an extension of
our programme next _year.
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TRAVEL, 1939
Miss Pauline Bondy
l t is six years - six long years - since the steamship
companies have vied with each other in producing seductive literature to awaken the dormant adventurer in the
most prosaic business man, bank clerk, stock salesman
or teacher. They were artists indeed, and psychologists,
too those magicians who, with a daub of colour, a we11cho'sen phrase, a '·Tour Eiffel in the Clouds" could infect
almost anyone with the virus of the disease known as
wanderlust. They robbed you of the will to resist and,
before you knew it, you were deciding whether y~m would
sail from New York or Montreal, by French Lme or by
Cunard Line.
That was 'in another world. The French Line could
offer you a choice of N ormandie, Paris, Champlain, Ile de
France. You could sail any week - first class, tourist
or third - depending on your bank account. True, there
was talk of war in Europe; there had been sµch talk
since Munich. Some knew that it was inevitable, but
most of us couldn't or wouldn't believe it. That was just
six years ago - 1939.
This is a new world. It is so new that we know very
little about it. You may be planning a trip to Europe
in 1949 '59 or '69, and l wouldn't hazard a guess as to
the me~ns ~f transportation you will use. It won't be the
Champlain, the Ile de Fran~e or the_ Paris, and I doubt
that it will be the Normand1e. It might be too slow for
you now but I'm sorry that you will not have time the
watch the "infinite variety" of water and sky, and sky and
water. There is nothing like it to induce serious reflection.
But I was asked to tell you of a trip I made to
Europe in 1939. Frankly, I was a bit puzzled by the
request. Europe has been brought very close to us
since then. So many thousands of our young men have
made the voyage under such intensely dramatic circumstances that anything I could say must of necessity be
commonplace. Could it be that some are beginning to
feel a need for the commonplace? Perhaps a little
thirty-111.ile-an-hour thinking will help to moderate the
pressure on our all bu~ e;<hausted emotions. Hyperb_ole
is very effective, but 1t 1s well to r~member tha~ high
test gasoline would be dan~erous w1thou_t the 011 .t~at
reduces friction. This, then, 1s my explanation for wntmg
a narrative utterly lacking in suspense, thrills, murders
or hair-raising experiences. I hereby give notice that I
intend to depart from all rules of sequence in either time
or space. It will be, in faded retrospect_, what was a very
happy vacation in 1939. I recommend 1t to you for 1949,
'59 or '69.
You ought to dream about a trip before you take it.
(Day dreams are really harmle~s if they don't interf~re
with your work.) The best stimulus. for such ~akmg
dreams is to read books and look at maps. It 1s the
relation between the theory and the fact that gives you a
thrill. You leave New York knowing that on the other
side of the Atlantic, on an exact spot easily found on a
map, . their lies a rock called Plym<;mth. But it isn't real
until you see it miraculously emerging from the grey-blue
of sky and ocean in all its vivid green. A ship is a selfcontained world and it is easy, even in the short space of
five days, to lose contact with any other. The tender
which brings officials and mail to the ·ship re-establishes
that contact.
There is the element of homecoming in landing on
the soil from which your ancestors came, no matter how
many generations separate you from them. Le Havre
was for that reason, more than a large harbour to me
and' I was grateful fer the quiet ride through Normandy,
along the Seine, which gives you time to adjust yourself
for your en try in to Paris.
It is difficult to write about Paris without being guilty
of plagiarism. Everyone who has been there has put
down his reflections for the information if not always for
the edification of his fellowman. There is not a point
of view, either geographical or mental, that has been left
unexplored or unexploited. And the amazing thing about
it is that it all comes true! The good, the bad, the extraordinary, the mediocre - there it is, all of it. Whatever
may be your preconceived notions about the capital of
France, you are sure to have them verified, for you will
find whatever you seek. Nothing else could explain the

conflicting accounts of that amazing city. There are
those who see in it only "Les Folies Bergeres," and the
night clubs of Montmartre. These forget to look upward
and see at the very peak of the mount the basilica,
Sacre-Coeur de Montmartre, where, in a true spirit of
humility, night and day, throngs offer prayers of reparation for the sins of France. Others see in Paris only the
city of the Arts, forgetting that not far from the Louvre
and Les Champs Elysees, poverty and ugliness can and
do exist. Still others think of it onlv as the fashion centre
of the world, not realizing that a s~hopping expedition in
Rue de la Paix would leave most French budgets completely unbalanced. If you think, not of any one of these
aspects, but of all together adding fountains of Lalique
crystal, music and flowers everywhere, chiidren sailing
their boats in the Luxembourg gardens, beggars on
church steps, sidewalk restaurants and kiosques - you
will come closer to a mental picture of Paris.
Basic French and Cours Moyen de Francais, so dear
to the hearts of Ontario High School students, take on a
new meaning when you visit Paris. Perhaps the schools
of the future will be of the itinerant type. La Cathedrale
de Notre-Dame, L'Arc de Triomphe, Le Louvre et Les
J ardins des Tuileries would be very easy to remember if
you could pick them out on the panoramic map at the
top of "La Tour Eiffel." Pupils might even remember to
put an "e" on Cathedrale and to spell Arc with a "c"
instead of a "k." It might even be possible to make
students understand "Defence de rayer les glaces," if they
could see how people have scratched their names on the
windows of the observation platform.
Hunger would be an excelknt motive for learning the
vocabulary pertaining to food. I can imagine a display
of interest such as I · have seldom had the good fortune of
5eeing in a class room, if students were confronted with a
menu for a full-course dinner, for the excellent reputation
that French food enjoys is richly deserved. An adventuresome spirit is an asset in attacking a complete French
dinner. Don't be deterred by the unusual. If you remember that no one need be more fastidious in the
matter of food than the compatriots of Escovier, you will
rnjoy many rare treats.
To walk from early morning until late at night without
feeling fatigue is to pay tribute to the. absorbing interest
which takes hold of you. I was able to do just that in
Paris and then feel ,equal to appreciating a performance
at the Opera or La Comedie Franc;aise. If you know
some French, or have a companion who does, a Baedeker
guide book is to be preferred to one of the countless
professional guides who, for a few francs, will gladly
make your life miserable with incessant chatter and a
wealth of unreliable information. It is unsafe to begin
a list of things to see in Paris." Available time and your
own interests must determine these for you. A friend or
relation who has lived a year or two in Paris is very
helpful. The Canadian Legation or the Maison Canadienne in the Cite Universitaire can be counted on to
produce compatriots bent on similar expeditions.
- Paris to Rome via Geneva, Switzerland, is not, I
admit, the most direct route but it is a very pleasant one.
\i\Tith the Prado exposition of Spanish paintings then
being shown in Geneva, it was the most logical one. I
~m happy to have seen Geneva. It is beautifully situated
and a paradise for flower lovers. Two things I remember
particularly - the size of its daisies and an odd arrangement of lights in the beech trees bordering the lake. The
bulbs in the trees were concealed in baskets so that the
leaves seemed to be dripping liquid light a·s they rustled
in the breeze. . The League of Nations buildings are
appropriately placed at the top of a hill. Looking up at
them, we felt that even if collectiv(; security and world
peace could not immediately be achieved, the ideal would
at least be kept alive and that men of good will would
ultimately return to a striving towards it.
The trip through the Alps from Geneva to Milan
leaves one gasping at the sheer beauty of the mountains
and at the engineering skill required to make it possible
to pass through them. I began to realize why the Romans had not expected Hannibal to visit them.
Between Milan and Capri we visited Venice, Florence,
Rome, Naples and Pompeii. The impressions that remain
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are not always "the guide book'' ones. Venice, to me,
means gondolas, pigeons, the Doges' palace, the Bridge
of Sighs, the Rialto. But far more than these it mean
the Beethoven Third Symphony played by a good orchestra in full moonlight on the square of 0an Marco to a
crowd that stood without stir or murmur to listen for
the last dying note. Florence - the city of the Arts,
means the incredible wealth of the palaces of the Medicis,
but more particularly the monastery of San Marco with
those incomparable murals of Fra Angelico. Rome but there are really three Romes, Ancient, Christian, and
Modern, mingling strangely without clashing. Memories
jostle one another for prominence; the outstanding one,
no doubt, is that of St. Peter's and utter exhaustion as
the result of insisting on walking all the way up to the
dome. I'm sure that "Michaelangelo pitched ·a tent and
stayed up there while he was doing the mosaics. If he
had once come clown, he wouldn't have had the courage
to attempt the climb again. Then there was the Collisseum by moonlight and the floodlights cleverly outlining
the famous ruins of the Roman Forum - these, and
again music e,·erywhere. Soldiers carrying violins and
bunches of flovvers - fine uniforms but no conception of
war and its attendant horrors. More and more churches,
catacombs, open-air· concerts and finally a weariness that
demands sleep, but only for a few hours.
I can't remember what was wrong when I first saw
Naples. Perhaps it was the number of warships in the
harbour; I really don't know, but it was the first and
only time in Italy that I had a feeling of uneasiness. The
people there seemed· iess friendly, the sun too hot and the
streets dusty. Perhaps it was the menacing outline of
Vesuvius ever present in the background that blinded me
to the beauties of Naples. The excursion to Pompeii
and the ascent to the crater of Vesuvius are not to be
forgotten.
The heat was sufficient to keep sensible
Italians indoors that day, and· we had the place almost
to ourselves. The guide, without whom you are not
allowed to climb to the crater, treated us with a toleration
which suggested that he had heard the expression "Englishmen and mad dogs go out in the noonday sun." We
saw the bubbling lava and the rings of smoke that are
blown high up in the air at regular intervals, and as we
looked on the acres upon acres of black twisted massive
rock which from time to time has issued from the volcano,
we could imagine the terror which must strike the hearts
of those who live nearby when it becomes really active.
Pompeii, you might wish to see again, but one trip to
the top of Vesuvius would satisfy the most adventuresome person.
A visit to Capri is reason enough to travel as far
south as Naples. It has been made famous in song and
the whole island is beautiful enough to form a Garden of

Eden for a Hollywood producer. The Azure Grotto
defies description.
Returning to France, we crossed the border at Ventimiglia. Having been warned of the rigours of Italian
inspection, we had dutifully spent our last Italian lira to
comply with the regulation that forbade taking the currency out of the country. Our Canadian passports always
seemed to call forth friendly smiles and when we produced Canadian air mail stamps for a customs officer
whose nine-year-old son was a collector, we could have
taken back a part of the Leaning Tower of Pisa, for
our baggage was not touched.
Nice - Marseilles - Lourdes - then Paris again.
Five days in Burgundy at the home of a professor of
the College de France stands out in my memory as a
happy conclusion to the Summer. The home was a
seventeenth century one, restored to retain its former
charm while complying ·with modern ideas of comfort.
It was in that walled garden one day in August that I
realized that there would be a war. These people knew
it - had known it for some time - but there was no
excitement, no hysteria, just a quiet resignation that was
not quite fatalism and certainly not despair. "Helas!
mademoiselle, ii n'y a rien a faire!" - It is inevitable.
They showed no sign of fear that France might be clef eated. I feel quite certain that they didn't believe that,
but neither was there any elation, sword-rattling or talk
of power. It was inevitable and that was all.
The non-aggression pact signed by Stalin and Hitler
was announced on August 22nd. I read it in Paris newspapers and witnessed partial mobilization on the same
cay. It HAD been inevitable. There was a grimness
about the Paris that I left on August 25th, 1939.
The voyage back on the Normandie was uneventful.
Rumours there were aplenty. Some said that the
ormandie would return to France if war were declared
before we reached New York. Lights were blacked out
-perhaps as an experiment, perhaps in the fear that
the enemy would not wait for a formal declaration of
war to begin activities in the Atlantic. The Statue of
Liberty was a welcome sight. I think that most of my
fellow-travellers on that last trip of the N ormandie
turned grateful eyes to that symbol of American liberty
and I dare say there were others who remembered as I
did that it had been France's gift to America. That fact
also seemed symbolical then and I knew at that moment
that, more than anything else, I wanted to see both
France and Italy again, but that I wanted to see them
happy and free.
Someone has said that the person who does not wish
to see Italy again did not deserve to see it the first _time.
I returned feeling that way about both France and Italy.
They won't be the same but, if it is at all possible, I shall
see them again.

COMPLIMENTS

OF

"SX ''
ESSEX P ACl{ING COMPANY LIMITED
897 Mercer Street, Windsor

Meat Packers for Particular People

J.

I

SX PRODUCTS

~AREM, Manager

THEY'RE PURE

THAT'S ·SURE

~~-----------------------■-•-■------------··---------------------------------■-■-------------------■-■-■-■-■-■----------■--•------------
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RADAR
Frances Little, 13A
It was radar, more than any other single factor, that
prevented a German invasion of Britain in 1940. By its
use, R.A.F. planes were enabled to detect and intercept
German armadas long before they reached British shore .
To those scientists - a few to whom the many owe _so
much - who worked unceasingly in the development of
radar, must go much of the glory of the Battle of Britain.
Although radar was used effectively by Britain as
early as 1941 in locating and sinking a large part of the
Italian fleet in the battle of Matap~n, this scientific marvel
of the age nevertheless remained one of the war's most
carefully guarded secrets. Originally the invention of
British scientists, the radar devices and principles were
brought to Canada for protection in the early part of the
war; it was here, and later in the United States' laboratories, that radar reached its present high state of perfection.
What is radar? The word itself, coined in the United
States as an abbreviation of "radio direction and ranging,"
is the popular substitute for the original British "R.D.F."
(radio direction finding).
Radar devices function quite simply. The radar transmitter sends out a· high frequency wave from an airplane,
ship mast or surface observation station. The wave
travels at the speed of light - 186,000 miles a second in a straight line until it strikes an interfering object.
Then the wave bounces back to the radar receiver. The
time taken fo1; the wave to make its complete trip is
measured, and from this measurement the distance to the
interfering object is computed. Not only can the distance
from the transmitter be measured, but under its present
high degree of development, radar now also indicates·
the shape of the object. The image has not the accuracy
of a photograph, but the scope or image glass can show
whether an obstructing object is a shoreline, a mountain,
a ship or ships, or a plane or fleet of planes. Further
development of radar may be expected to result in showing more detail in the image glass.
Radar's present uses are many. It is used o~ land,
in ship, or in plane, to transmit a screen of radio waves
through either air or water which an enemy cannot
penetrate without detection. By its use, a gunner or bombardier locates a target obscured from his view by distance, fog, or darkness, and can so accurately determine
range and elevation as to ensure ' a direct hit. Because
of radar, an aerial navigator has a picture of the terrain
below him by night, as well as by day, and through any
atmospheric co11ditions. Similarly, a marine navigator
· can know the elevations and depressions of the ocean bed,
and can be warned of the presence of rocks or of icebergs.
It can readily be seen that present uses of radar may
have practical peacetime applications. Ocean-going ships
will find a radar set as invaluable as the compass. Commercial airplanes will use radar to make instrument flying
as sure and safe as visual flying. Airports, as well as
seaports, will use it for the control of traffic. Even manufacturing will use various adaptations of radar. There
is, in fact, every expectation that this great discovery to
which we owe so much in time of war will be equally
val1:1able to all mankind in the years of peace.

GIVING FOR THEIR SAKE
It seems to me that we should give
Our dollars and our time·
To help them bear the suffering
Of wounds and death and slime.
There are so many who have died
In foreign fields afar,
But still their pals fight on and on
To reach that distant star.
So don't vou think that we should all
Be wflling to invest
In a war-stamp every Tuesday
To help them do the rest?
-Lois Peterson, llD

$3,500.00
IN SCHOLARSHIPS
~

To assist girls in preparing· for work of National importance, Alma College is offering
scholarship::, amounting to $3,500.00, for
training in__:_

NURSING
BUSINESS
DIATETICS
and, in addition, ten
students-help bursaries.

ALMA COLLEG-E
Founded 1877

ST. THOMAS, ONT.

I

AR:::::~::v~: :~:::n~::·~D~:~LS j

...................i
I

'

Callin the

THORP-HAMBROCKMan
He's a Specialist/THORP - HAMB ROCK
CO. LIMITED
444 Hanna East
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MINUTE BIOGS

j

,..,_.· - ·· - ·■--■----■ •.- - - - -

Name in full : William Harold Saville.
Home town: Windsor, Ontario.
Like to do best: Eat.
Favourite S}Jort: Football.
Going steady: Nay.
Type of music preferred: Lionel Hampton's.
Pet peeve: Fickle women.
Chief weakness: Nurse (in training).

* * *

Name in full: Alec (Here) Cserepes.
Home town: Windsor, Ontario.
Like to do best: Bicycle riding.
Favourite sport:· Hockey.
Going steady? : No (wolfing).
Type of music pref erred: Jazz. Pet peeve: Shorter boys.
Chief weakness: Girls.
Name in full: Lloyd Harry Haugh.
Home town: Blenheim, Ontario.
Like to do best: Afternoons at "Downtown''
Favourite sport : Basketball.
Going steady? : No.
Type of music preferred: Boogie.
Pet peeve: Cohen.
Chief weakness: Blondes.

* * *

Name in full: Carl ("Cecil B.") Zalev.
Home town: Thamesville, Ontario.
Like to do best: Read the Toronto Star funnies.
Favourite sport: Basketball.
Going steady: Only to school.
Type of music ·p referred : Jazz and the Blues.
Pet peeve: Brush cuts.
Chief weakness: Ask McKay.
Name in full: Elizabeth Ingram Munck (Danish) Peterson.
Home town: V-/indsor, Ontario.
Like to do best: Look after my dogs.
Favourite sports: Swimming and ice skating.
Going steady: Not yet.
Type of music preferred: Light opera.
Pet peeve: Latin.
Chief weakness : Drummers and drivers.

Name in full: Norma Eileen Burns.
Home town: Windsor, Ontario.
Like to do best: Dance.
Favourite sport: tennis.
Going steady: Never again.
Type of music preferred: Anything from light opera.
Pet peeve: wolf cuts.
Chief weakness: Class parties.

* * *

Name in full: Frederick Bryson Farrill.
Home town: Bronte, Ontario.
Like to do best: Dance and after -?
Favourite sport: Rifle competition.
Going steady: Oui. It's only half my fault.
Type of music preferred: Sentimental.
Pet peeve: Work.
Chief weakness: The girls' gym. zoot-suits.

*

* *

*

* *

Name in full: Joan Barbara Pollock.
Home town: Windsor, Ontario.
Like to do best: Be a farmerette.
Favourite sport: Skating.
Going steady? Yes.
Type of music preferred: Semi-classical.
Pet peeve: "After Hours" (record).
Chief ·w eakness: Blonde football player, number 14.
* * *
ame in full: Edward James Blair.
Home town: Toronto, Ontario.
Like to do best: Drive in the dark.
Favourite sport: Hockey.
Going steady: Well, I tried, didn't I?
Type of music preferred: Chopin.
Pet peeve: Farrill' s nose.
Chief weakness: Drawing Miss Bondy.
Name in full: Robert Aaron Kovinsky.
Home town: Windsor, Ontario.
Like to do best: Eat, and argue with Mr. Laframboise.
Favourite sport: Football, football and more football.
Going steady?: That's up to her.
Type of music preferred: Gershwin's Rhapsody in Blue.
Pet peeve: Mr. Ryan's detention room.
Chief weakness: T-bone steaks and brunettes.

* *

*

Name in full: William Melville Ogle.
Home town: Toronto, Ontario.
Like to do best: Sleep.
Favourite sport: Girls.
Going steady: Non, natch!
Type of music preferred: Sweet swing.
Pet peeve: Middle names.
Chief weakness: Latin.

COULTER · COAL CO.
SELLING THE BEST IN FUEL SINCE 1898

1324 Windsor Avenue

Phone 3 • 4689
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CLASS NEWS, lOD
OUR CLASS GIRLS
OUR CLASS BOYS

* * *

Jacqueline Eagen has been seen in the company of
Ian Howie quite frequently. Seeing is believing. Can
it be serious, Jackie?

*

COMPLIMENTS OF

Hair - - - - Murray Moore
Physique - - Ilka Oksonan
Smile - - - - - - Bill Buck
Laugh - - - - Carl Deneau
Personality - Frank Kincaid
Clothes - - - Tom Mailloux

Hair - - - Mina Shauffler
Figure - - - - Mimi Fraser
Smile - - - Dorothy Leigh
Personality - Mavis Cobbett
Clothes - - - Doreen Ansel
Eyes - - - - Phyllis Jenner

Greenway's Clothes Shop
Men's and Young Men's
Clothing and Furnishings

;

*

How will Dot Vallance recognize the unknown soldiers when they come home. Need any help, Dorothy?

* *

*

The girls of llCl have nominated Syd Cohen the
boy who knows more about anyth_ing and everythingbut not school work.
11th GRADE
I wonder why Sylvia Potter moved her seat up to the
front of the room in Physics. Would it be to catch a
glimpse of a certain basketball star en route to the library
each morning?

*

*

*

An urgent message to Carl Zalev: There's a third
form, too, you know! (She's in -llA.)

* * *

Why do the big three (Potter, Rose and Steinhart)
rush down to their English class each morning? Do you
think your "Lord Thomas" of 12 A is worth it, Dolly?

I
I

176 Ouellette Avenue
Windsor, Ont.
(Opposite Post Office)

~-------------Scout Radio Electric
Coulter's

l

* * *

Beverly Levenson and Joanne Beger display such
vigour in their songs on assembly mornings we might
suggest to Miss McN eill that they direct for us some
time soon. We think they'd sound much better alone.

IDEAL

Boy, llC

Girl, llC

Hair - - - - Charles Kemp
Eyes - - - - Dave Wainman
S111ile - - - - Doug Lucas
Physique - - - - - Bob Little
Voice - - - -Walter Pazniak
Per onality Harold Mar hall

Hair - - Eleanor Peterson
Eyes - - - Doreen Doran
i• igur.e - - Rose Papiernik
Voice - - - - Ann Fraser
Personality - J can Holden
Smile - - - - - Joan Key

* * *

What happened to that budding romance between
Doug. Cock and Ruth Turner, at our class hayride last
fall? Or maybe that's a secret?

* * *

That dashing (and daring) red-head of llC, Eleanor
I ctersen, has been getting into no end of trouble for
day-dreaming these last few weeks. Could it be the KHop do you suppose?

*

*

Electrical Appliances ... Camera
Supplies . . . . Photo Finishing
Crossing Card Photos
'
!1--------------~-----------.

r______
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•

LANG'S SHOES
924 Ottawa -

Near Parent

*

It is rumoured Joan Key found herself an eligible blond
(Bob Peterson) and $1.25 and dragged hoth to the K-Hop.

* * *
Ann Fraser seems as if she had lost her last fri end.
What's the matter, Ann-hasn't John written lately?

* * *

Headquarters for
LOAFERS AND SPORT SHOES
at moderate prices

llC i quite proud of having a VOICE in the class.
We're proud of you, Walter.

Down Through the Ages

7

The ambition of every young lady to ovrn a Cedar
Chest is traditional; '.i\ ith hope and the supreme
confidence of youth, she carefully gathers her
trous. ea u and fills her Hope Chest.

BAUM & BRODY
FERRY AND CHATHAM

I
t
t

-------------------1
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UPPER SCHOOL CLASS NEWS
At the 12A class party, one of our dashing Romeos
learned to dance. Before the evening was over he had
asked our blushingest, blushing maiden to a dance. She
accepted and a wonderful time was had by all. Oh,
Bill, you fast boy - score!
Carl Zalev would like some information about the
company which is now playing "Carmen." He has an
important change to make in the score. Our class song,
of course.

* * *

Too bad the disappearance of Marley's wolf cut didn't
reform his character. He still howls with the rest of
them.

Trophy-Craft Limited
School and Club Jewellers
Class Pins, Trophies
Badges, Felt Crests

* * *

Well, Eugene, explain yourself. You · know that 3
o'clock Sunday morning, April 8, was no time to come
home after dancing from 9 to 12 o'clock. She was American, too, wasn't she? Tsk, tsk! What's wrong with
Cana<lian girls, may I ask? Sc-o-o-r-r-e ! ! ! ! !

* * *

Write for Catalogue

* * *

102 LOMBARD· STREET

It seems that Dick Neal has finally succeeded in ridding himself of J eannic and is now rising to new heights
of folly.
Bob "Hoiman" Hladki has been spending considerable
time in the dark room lately. Does Ann know about
this?

TORONTO, ONT.

* * *

An authoritative source has it that May Price has
been looking at wedding rings accompanied by a certain
young gentleman from 13A.

* :): *

Lily-Whiter Mort Forrest recently remarked that
after you have reached the age of forty there is plenty of
time to think about women; until then you should enjoy
yourself.

Mr. Beckett: "What people live in the Po valley?"
"Red" Schulde: " 'Po' people."
·

* *

*

* * *

Why is it that Mr. Bishop always closes his door
when he sees his four Grade 13 girl prodigies (again
taking Fourth form Geometry) strolling down the hall
after assembly? Come on, Muriel, Lily, Peggy and Joan
if you can't get away from that attractive Fifth forn~
corner, you'll be taking Geometry again Rext year.

Rusty Stone says that an eavesdropper is a species of
bird.

Poor little Dolores Fortier being so faithful to Jackor is it that she can't get any dates? Whom are we kidding; you don't get bags under your eyes by going to
the keno with your mother.

Fred Hucaluk seems to think that he got his money's
worth in his trip to Essex, even though he had to walk
the whole twenty miles home. She must be quite the girl
to be worth all that.

* * *

One of the boys was saying the other night that
provosts and old maid's are about the only two classes
of people who are always wanting m~n they can't get.
What about the girls at Kennedy?

* * * .

A blonde was impatiently waiting in the lobby of the
Canada Building. Jack Cates was standing in the entrance watching, and finally went up to the young lady
and asked: "Pardon me, are you looking for any particular person?" The blonde gave one look at our husky
hockey player and said: "I'm satisfied if you are."

* * *

Fred Barnes was telling Jim Burt in Biology class
that when he couldn't think of anything to do on Sunday
he just walked along Ouellette A venue and looked in all
the windows. Of course, Jim was shocked. "You
naughty boy!" he managed to gasp out after several
minutes.

* * *

Doug. Turner, the Blonde Bomber of old Kennedy
· C. I., is really blinding us with those plaid socks he wears.
Do your girl friends approve, Doug.?

* *

*

Shirley Anderson, worriedly: "Are my stocking seams
straight?"
Charlene Gustin: "Well, no - but they follow your
legs."

* * *

If you want strong finger nails, girls, eat lots of
celery. That's what makes Mike Yuhasz's snap so in
Algebra classes when he bites them.

* * *

We wonder how Lenore's love life is coming along
now. We haven't heard one burst of passion from Miss
Moodrey for two weeks.

*

* *

*

* *

*

*

Just before the K-Hop the girls of Grade 13 began
taking inventory of the male stock to determine which
able-Gable would be the easiest on their new toeless
shoes. Did you notice how many non-Kennedy fellows
they brought? No stock, ya know!

*

Again this year there is a Fifth form girl who seems
to consider the Walkerville boys more attractive; for,
of all the male company Peggy Turton keeps, not one
of them is from Kennedy. By the way, Peggy, have you
heard any more from that airman you met in London?

* * *

If there is a man shortage, the girls in the third period
of Fifth form English class don't notice it, with six girls
and twelve boys. We're outnumbered two to one, but
it doesn't do much good with the boys on one side, the
girls on the other, and Mr. Riggs in the centre.

* * *

I wonder why so many girls have been rushing down
to the Blood Clinic. It couldn't be that one of the doctors
is a handsome naval officer? Charlene Gustin could
think of nothing else when she returned after donating
her blood.

* * *

Mr. Fox, talking on the phone, said very eagerly:
"Oh, yes; I would like one of those very much." Someone at the back of the class whispered, "Could it be that
the new edition of Esquire has come in?" Why, Mr.
Fox, we are shocked beyond words.

* * *

We saw Jack Cates following a redhead down Ouellette A venue one Sunday afternoon. When asked about
it, he replied nonchalantly: "Oh, my mind started wandering, so I followed it."
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COMPLIMENTS OF

P. L. REAUME & SON

1573 Langlois

Ph. 3 - 5289

LOWER SC.HOOL NEWS
vVe hear that some of· the pupils in a 9th Grade class
are so dumb that if they stood in a circle they would be
raided for being a dope ring.
* * *
A jest's prosperity lies in the ear of him that hears it,
never on the tongue of him that makes it.-Shakespeare.

*

* *

*

* *

Miss Bondy was giving a grammar lesson and wrote
on the board: "I didn't have no fun at the lake." Turning
to the class, she said: "How should I correct that?"
'·Take a sailor," answered the class.
\,Ve don't know whether Miss Bondy has followed
this advice yet.
When \V. D. Jean Back was considering joining up,
she was undecided as to which branch she should go in.
Consulting a friend, she was told that her limbs would
go with any branch.

THE STUDENTS OF 9D
Ronnie Meretsky, 9D

ARTONA STUDIOS
-Josephine A. Smith, F.R.P.S.

Portraits

3 - 9345

99 Pitt W.

America Lombardo, with his giggles and chuckles,
Paul Meretsky with his knuckles,
Eunice Saylor with her weary look,
Joyce M cLister reading a book,
Gordon Little, the troublesome guy,
Pauline Miner winking her eye,
The Morrice twins busy as bees,
As Mr. Unger usually sees;
Harry Lutvak, the sport of them all,
ls the one and only at the ball;
Bob Kovinsky flirting with the girls,
Ann Nadin with her pretty curls,
And Ronnie Meretsky the author of this
Little poem you shouldn't miss.
Every time Mr. Downey returns 10C2 Math. papers
he throws his hands up in the air, stamps up and down,
and says, "You're forcing me to resign."

* * *
Dot Dennison wouldn't eat lunch at school the other
clay. Pointing at the "Spaghetti Dinner," she said, "Look,
only ONE MEAT BALL."

Phone 3 - 8892

Howell & l{nowlton
Jewelers, Opticians, Engravers

* * *

Pat Howell's friends are trying to find out who her
heart throb is. It's such a dark secret even HE doesn't
know.

* * *

Nellie Blam, the Class President, is always so downhearted on Tuesdays. Why? She dreads going down to
the office for only one stamp.

Fine China, Cut Glass,
and Art Goods

*

*

*

*

* *

Well, Spring is here! There are only a_ few of us who
are sorry about that, eh, Muriel, Joyce and Frances? No
more snowball fights with the sailors.

131 Ouellette Avenue

Windsor, Ont.

--··--=-···--

Ian Howie: "What is the chief cause of divorce?"
All the suckers: "I don't know. What is it?"
Howie: "Marriage .... Ha, ha, ha."

* * *

GRAYSON JEWELLERS
Quality J ewellry

Jo-Anne Ruttle, of Grade 13, doesn't seem to mind
too much missing the last Greyhound out to her home in
South \i\Tindsor. She says, "I can always hitch-hike."
With her dimples, it shouldn't be too hard.
* * *
Joan Ainslie: "That fellow is annoying me."
Jean McLennan: "Why, he isn't even looking at you."
Joan: ''I know. That's what is annoying me."

*

* *

Norm Cazzola, with his keen eyes: "Is that girl's dress
torn or am I seeing things?"
"Curly" Hunter: "Both."

Diamonds al!d Watches

* * *
Eddie Pillon says you can never tell how nice
will turn out until her pare~ts turn in.

973 Ottawa Street

3 - 9811

~-------------------------'

a girl

Frances Little and Joyce Maynard were being follower by a lone sailor. Finally Frances could stand the
suspense no longer and, turning to the sailor, ordered:
"Either go get another sailor, or quit £allowing us."

THE
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THE STORM
Oh, thou dark clouds that gathered there
Across the Eastern sky; then broke
Into a storm which now has spread
To continents, and world-wide scope.
The rains that fell were not cool drops
But man-made steel that killed and maimed
The children and the innocent
Who, for this war, could not be blamed.

COMPLIMENTS OF

Trott's Shoes Limited
352 Ouellette Avenue

The Thunder grew but did not cease
As in an ordinary storm;
It came from guns and marching feet,
As countries fell to German scorn.
The lightning's flash was but the fire
That burned throughout the hearts of men;
Across the World the cry arose,
"We seek Revenge We'll conquer them."
Now, bit by bit, the storm recedes,
Soon by God's grace the sun will shine;
The men shall strive to keep the peace
Until the very end of time.
-Betty Etches, 12C

*

*

*

•

THE SONG OF SPRING
A raindrop tumbled to the ground,
A shining crystal ball,
Thunder rolls across the sky,
A thrilly springlike call.
The flowers raise their sleepy heads,
The birds begin to sing,
The budding trees and shrubs proclaim
It is the voice of Spring.
The crocus and the daffodils
Attired in new Spring frocks,
Dot the green dew-covered hills,
To blend with the moss on the rocks.
The little pool, all free from ice,
Ripples as trying to sing ·
To the ever-blustery cold March winds,
It is the time for Spring.
The wild birds, all once southward bound,
Come back each one and all,
Like flying squadrons in the sky
They give their Springlike call.
The flowers leave their winter bed,
The birds begin to sing,
The thrush and robin both proclaim
It is the voice of Spring.
-June Mullin, lOCl

*

*

*

*

"DEAR BOB"
Here I lie upon my bed,
Feather'd pillow 'neath my head,
Writing pad upon m y knee
Sharing all my thoughts with thee.
Seeing sunlight on the wall,
Watching shadows rise and fall,
Searching deep within my mind
For bits of news, another line.
Dreaming of those days gone past,
vVhen we were free to dance and laugh,
Hoping, praying, Brother dear,
You'll soon be back from "Over There."
- -Audrey Dennison, 9B
(EDITOR'S NOTE: We were pleased with the contributions - the best in years. The judges have selected "The
Storm," b y Betty Etches, ·for the best poem, with "Song of
Spring," by June Mullin, running a close second. "Honourable Mention" should be given to Audrey Dennison, Doug.
Lu cas, Lois P et erson, Bill Mon cur, and Bob Foote.)

Distinctive Footwear

VANITY BEAUTY SALON
DISTINCTIVE PERMANENTS
- 0----

Ottawa Street at Parent
Phone 3 - 0069

___________ _____ _________
...,

...,

Windsor's Best Known Stores for Students'
Clothes

DOWLER'S
Ouellette at Sandwich
1464 Ottawa St.

•
BURBERRY COAT SHOP
Ouellette at Park

COMPLIMENTS
OF . . .

IMPERIAL SHOES
421 Ouellete Ave.

• SHOES FOR THE
ENTIRE FAMILY
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YOUTH IN SPRING
Wnen Spring is in the air,
I like to watch the stare
Of youth whose one ambition
Is to go away off fishin'.
Then when the sun is bright
And fishin' is just right,
He has a hurried hunch
To run off with his lunch.
The reason is, of course,
A certain long discourse
On Pope or Aristotle,
Or hydrogen in bottle.
For what are dusty books
Or teacher's gloomy looks,
Or even eyes of women,
Compared with goin' swimmin'?
-Doug. ~ucas, llC

*

The Arcady Coffee Shop
at

THE PRINCE EDWARD

•
Enj oy a Snack after the Theatre
and Dance

Windsor Home Furniture Co. Ltd.

*

*

*

·············-·••.•·· ................ ,

HOW SPRING BEGAN IN SCHOOL
The clouds are all grey and creamy like foam,
Some kids at school but niost of us home,
But wherever we are, there is ·always work
At home fixing windows, at school memory work,
Writing away at a maddening pace
As if we were trying to finish a race;
But me, I don't care much, how much work is done,
'Cause what would Spring be without having fun?
-Bob Foote

*
MY FRIEND -

*

THE DOOR

Have you ever wondered how a door
Can sit and be content
Just swinging in and out, no more,
That's how its days are spent.
Along come little Jack and Sam
And treat the door like dirt;
They give the door an awful slam,
I sometimes think it's hurt.
Some doors are red, and others black,
So please treat them with ease;
They'll last for years without a crack,
Oh, make this promise please.
With this short verse I'll end my poem,
To you I'll say no more,
And take my books and run off home
To slam another door.
-Bill Moncur, 11 C

101 Pitt Street East

WINDSOR, ONT.

A Good Place to Buy Your Drugs
and Drug Store Things

LAING'S

DRUG
STORE

135 Ouellette Ave.

THOMPSON HARDWARE
3 - 0721

•
127 Tecumseh R oad West
Windsor

The Young Crowds
Like

BIRl{'S
For Friendliness
and Quick Service

Jewelry
China
Gifts!

•

COMPLIMENTS OF ....

A. W. SPURGEON
CLEAR-CUT PHOTOS
Any make of Camera repair,e d

BIRK'S
ELLIS-RYRIE
Ouellette at Park

2206 ·Parkwood
-0------

___________3___4_7~---------

l
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We Specialize in Prize Cups, Trophies and
Class Pins

WHERE THE BOYS GET
THEIR "FRAT" SWEATERS

JOHN WE·BB ·
Jeweller and Optometrist

552-6 Ouellette Avenue

BOY'S TOWN

Windsor, Ontario

1535 Ottawa St.

4-8000

VISIT . . . .

HEINTZMAN'S

. COMPLIMENTS OF

New Record Dept.

ST AR RESTAURANT

"Where the Latest Arrives First"

Opposite Post Office

Shop at

HEINTZMAN'S
Cor. Ouellette and London

3-4649

COMPLIMENTS OF

Compliments of

MORRIS FLOWERS LTD.

H. W. ORMEROD & CO.
LIMITED

•

Insurance Adjusters

1636 Wyandoue E.

P&. :il-3203 - 4-3204

Phone 4-5101

609 - 610 Guaranty Trust Bldg.

Windsor

COMPLIMENTS OF

GALBRAITH
My Florist

SWIFT CANADIAN CO.

Complete Floral Service

•

3-3333 or 4-4444

612 Ouellette Avenue, Windsor

Prudential Life of London, England

WINDSOR
Ontario

806 Guaranty Trust Bldg., Windsor

COMPLiiVIENTS

REPRESENTATIVES:
Stanley B. Brown; Earl W. Elgee, C.L.U.;
Frank B. Walton;Walter P. Fuller,C.L.U.;
John Dell; Mrs. Olive Jane Oliver; William Sanford; Ted De Muy; J. Ed. Gunn;
Adelson Gobert; Frank E. Hatton; Alex.
Lawrus.

OF

PERCY P. McCALLUM, BRANCH MANAGER

Windsor Truck & Storage
Corner Windsor at Shepherd
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